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PART II

OPENING OF THE NORTHERN SEA 
ROUTE AND CHANGES IN NORTH 
PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION AND 
LOGISTICS
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3.  Benefits of the Northern Sea Route to the 
North Pacific

Sung-Woo Lee

Overview: Global warming and climate change have brought a new issue 
in the Arctic Sea: a profound transformation of ice meltdown. This has 
enabled us to explore a new shipping route through the Arctic instead 
of the previously existing commercial shipping routes. In particular, the 
Northern Sea Route (NSR) is now becoming one of the feasible shipping 
routes. The increasing shipping frequency using the NSR has brought 
tremendous shipping benefits. If the NSR becomes commercialized, we 
will be able to save about 5,000 nautical miles (NM) and sailing time 
compared to the existing route via the Suez Canal. This study highlights 
some important findings on the feasibility of commercializing the shipping 
route through the Arctic. The NSR can definitely bring positive economic 
effects in terms of shipping distance and time, but we need to consider the 
expensive passage toll fee currently imposed by Russia. A key issue lies 
in whether or not the NSR can be commercialized as a popular shipping 
route. In the NSR, the maximum cargo traffic between Asia and Europe is 
expected to be around 46 million TEU. This provides us enough grounds 
to promote the commercialization of the NSR. Regarding transportation 
of natural resources, the NSR has an economical effect in terms of distance 
for supplying oil, natural gas, fishery and mineral resources, but still, all of 
these benefits are rely heavily on the level of the toll fee for using the NSR. 
In conclusion, we need to explore every possible avenue to bring a possible 
economic effect to North Pacific countries in terms of logistics, keeping up 
with efforts for the environmental protection of the Arctic. 
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INTRODUCTION

The economic concept of globalization has acquired wide recognition 
among countries since the 1970s. This has stimulated world trade as well 
as having brought a revolution in transport, such as containerization and 
intermodalism.1 In particular, the area of sea transport has been noticeable, 
handling more than 90% of global trade movement. Due to the continuous 
dependence of world trade on sea transport, the function of port and 
logistics facilities has dramatically changed (Lee and Ducruet, 2009, p.163). 
However, the major commercial shipping routes have changed very little, as 
there has been no remarkable geographical change since the 20th century.

As we enter the second decade of the 21st century, global warming has 
been one of the factors directly affecting our lives and the environment. 
The effects of climate change and global warming have brought a new 
issue in the Arctic Sea area since this area started experiencing a profound 
transformation of ice meltdown. This enabled us to explore a new shipping 
route through the Arctic instead of the previously existing commercial 
shipping routes. In particular, the NSR, which is located between the 
North Atlantic and the Northern Pacific along the Arctic Sea, is gradually 
becoming one of the feasible international shipping routes. The year 2010 
saw a keen rise in the number of ships passing through the NSR, and we 
are expecting even more vessels to use the route in 2011. The shipping 
frequencies of the NSR will increase with tremendous benefits. The NSR 
can save about 5,000 nautical miles and a week in shipping time compared 
to the existing route via the Suez Canal if it becomes a common shipping 
route.

In spite of its importance, we have ignored the preparation work on 
how to bring the issue of realizing the commercialization of the NSR into 
the academic field. There have been some studies on the Arctic’s sea ice 
extent, but only a few studies, such as Jerome Verny’s (2009) focused on 
utilization of the shipping route in the Arctic Sea. Notably, the specific data 
and information on how long and often we can ship via this route seems 
not to be available yet. 

Having the aforementioned in mind, this research will discuss how the 
NSR can benefit East Asian countries and global shipping companies in terms 
of logistics, cargo traffic, economic effects and the development of natural 
resources. This study consists of five sections. Section 2 will address the 
evaluation of distance and time-saving effects by using the NSR. Section 3 
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will examine the possible scenarios of container shipping via the NSR, as well 
as forecast container traffic in the targeted regions through origin/destination 
(O/D) analysis. Section 4 will frame the verified benefits of shipping resources 
via the NSR. In section 5, we will sum up our major findings and suggest 
conclusions.

EvALUATING SAvINGS IN DISTANCE AND TImE by 
USING THE NSR

Selecting a Target Area

One of the most representative routes that were proved to save shipping 
distance via the NSR is the one from Yokohama in Japan to Rotterdam 
in Europe. In this study, we are going to examine the specific countries 
benefiting from distance-saving effects via the NSR in their geographic 
scope.

First, we have divided Europe into three geographic scopes. We 
have nine countries along the Scandinavian/Baltic Sea: Norway, Sweden, 
Finland, Russia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Denmark, and 
seven countries in Northern Europe such as Ireland, Germany, Netherland, 
Belgium, England and France. Also, we have considered the representative 
ports of three countries on the Iberian Peninsula and west Mediterranean 
Sea, Portugal, Spain, and Italy. As for Asia, we have considered eight major 
ports in China and countries such as Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
the Philippines, Cambodia, Thailand, Singapore, and Indonesia. In other 
words, we have selected the northwest region in Europe and the countries 
on the right side of Singapore in Asia.

The shipping distance from the ports in selected countries to the Suez 
Canal can be measured by the Netpas Program2 designed to professionally 
measure shipping routes. However, we still have difficulty in measuring 
the distance of the NSR, since the commercial use of the NSR has not yet 
been undertaken. So far, we have a research result of 3,184 NM3 measured 
for the distance between the westernmost of routes, Murmansk, and the 
easternmost, Provideniya. Therefore, if we add the distance from European 
ports to Murmansk, 3,184 NM, and the one from Provideniya to Asian 
ports with the Netpas Program, we can derive the total shipping distance 
via the NSR.
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Distance-Saving Effects via the NSR

We were able to derive a distance-saving effect by following the above 
logic. The route from China turned out to save shipping distance to 
the region along the Scandinavian/Baltic and eight major ports in the 
Northern Europe. From Portugal on the Iberian Peninsula and the west 
Mediterranean Sea, shipping distance can be reduced to five ports from 
Dalian to Ningbo. Busan in Korea also can benefit from distance-saving 
effects to Lisbon, Portugal. Japan also can see a positive result for shipping 
to Valencia, Spain.

Table 3.1  Saved shipping distance by NSR (Unit: NM)

China Korea Japan

Dalian Tianjin Qingdao Shang-hai Ningbo Xiamen Shen-zhen
Guang-
zhou

busan Tokyo

Russia St. Petersburg 3,325 3,317 3,223 2,986 2,961 2,024 1,505 1,505 3,706 4,464

Poland Gdynia 3,325 3,317 3,223 2,986 2,961 2,024 1,505 1,505 3,706 4,464

Sweden Gothenburg 3,325 3,317 3,223 2,986 2,961 2,024 1,505 1,505 3,706 4,464

Norway Oslo 3,356 3,348 3,254 3,016 2,992 2,055 1,536 1,536 3,737 4,495

Denmark Aarhus 3,325 3,317 3,223 2,986 2,961 2,024 1,505 1,505 3,706 4,464

Finland Helsinki 3,325 3,317 3,223 2,986 2,961 2,024 1,505 1,505 3,706 4,464

Estonia Tallinn 3,325 3,317 3,223 2,986 2,961 2,024 1,505 1,505 3,716 4,464

Latvia Riga 3,325 3,317 3,223 2,986 2,961 2,024 1,505 1,505 3,716 4,464

Lithuania Klaipeda 3,325 3,317 3,223 2,986 2,961 2,024 1,505 1,505 3,716 4,464

Iceland Reykjavik 3,397 3,389 3,295 3,057 3,033 2,096 1,577 1,577 3,787 4,536

Germany
Bremen/

Bremerhaven
2,992 2,984 2,890 2,652 2,628 1,690 1,172 1,172 3,373 4,131

Nether-
lands

Rotterdam 2,701 2,693 2,599 2,361 2,337 1,400 881 881 3,082 3,840

Belgium Antwerp 2,629 2,621 2,527 2,289 2,265 1,328 809 809 3,010 3,768

UK Felixstowe 2,621 2,614 2,519 2,282 2,257 1,320 801 801 3,002 3,760

Ireland Dublin 2,487 2,479 2,385 2,147 2,123 1,185 667 667 2,868 3,626

France Le Havre 2,343 2,336 2,241 2,004 1,980 1,042 524 524 2,725 3,483

Portugal Lisbon 682 675 580 343 319 -619 -1,138 -1,138 1,063 1,822

Spain Valencia -520 -527 -622 -859 -884 -1,821 -2,340 -2,340 -139 620

Italy Gioia Tauro -1,864 -1,871 -1,966 -2,203 -2,227 -3,165 -3,683 -3,683 -1,482 -724

Source: Netpas Distance Program; Mulherion, N.D. (1996).

Other than the areas of Korea, China and Japan, the countries 
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benefiting from these distance-saving effects are Taiwan, Hong Kong, and 
the Philippines, which can get shorter shipping routes up to the region 
along the Scandinavian/Baltic and Northern Europe. However, Vietnam, 
Cambodia, Thailand, Singapore, and Indonesia turned out to have no effect 
of saving distance.

Table 3.1  Saved shipping distance by NSR (cont.) (Unit: NM)

Taiwan
Hong 
Kong

Philippines vietnam Cambodia Thailand

Singapore

Indonesia

Kaohsiung manila Ho Chi minh Sihanou-kville
Lame 

Chabang
Tanjung 

Priok

Russia St. Petersburg 1,959 1,535 1,199 -362 -403 -446 -1,208 -218

Poland Gdynia 1,959 1,535 1,199 -362 -403 -446 -1,208 -218

Sweden Gothenburg 1,959 1,535 1,199 -362 -403 -446 -1,208 -218

Norway Oslo 1,990 1,566 1,230 -331 -372 -415 -1,177 -187

Denmark Aarhus 1,959 1,535 1,199 -362 -403 -446 -1,208 -218

Finland Helsinki 1,959 1,535 1,199 -362 -403 -446 -1,208 -218

Estonia Tallinn 1,959 1,535 1,199 -362 -403 -446 -1,208 -218

Latvia Riga 1,959 1,535 1,199 -362 -403 -446 -1,208 -218

Lithuania Klaipeda 1,959 1,535 1,199 -362 -403 -446 -1,208 -218

Iceland Reykjavik 2,031 1,607 1,271 -290 -331 -374 -1,136 -146

Germany
Bremen/

Bremerhaven
1,625 1,202 865 -696 -736 -779 -1,541 -552

Nether-
lands

Rotterdam 1,335 911 575 -986 -1,027 -1,070 -1,832 -842

Belgium Antwerp 1,263 839 503 -1,058 -1,099 -1,142 -1,904 -914

UK Felixstowe 1,255 832 495 -1,066 -1,107 -1,150 -1,912 -922

Ireland Dublin 1,121 697 360 -1,200 -1,241 -1,284 -2,046 -1,056

France Le Havre 977 554 217 -1,344 -1,385 -1,427 -2,190 -1,200

Portugal Lisbon -684 -1,107 -1,444 -3,005 -3,046 -3,088 -3,851 -3,400

Spain Valencia -1,886 -2,309 -2,646 -4,207 -4,248 -4,291 -5,053 -3,524

Italy Gioia Tauro -3,230 -3,653 -3,990 -5,551 -5,592 -5,634 -6,396 -5,407

Source: Netpas and Mulherion (1996).

Time-Saving Effects via the NSR

There are also conflicting opinions that say the distance-saving effects do 
not fully guarantee the reduction of shipping time. The main reason for 
this opinion is that vessel speed can fall remarkably in the ice-water section 
of the Arctic. In general, we applied 18 nautical miles per hour as a fuel-
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efficient speed for container ships. However, we need to adjust the sailing 
speed to 3 nautical miles per hour in the ice-water section in order to gain 
stability for shipping operations and noise level. 

In addition, if we assume that non-ice water in the Arctic Sea will be 
open for three months and will enable us to ship through the NSR, we can 
apply 700 nautical miles per hour. If the route is open for six months, we 
will apply 300 nautical miles per hour,4 and last, we put zero nautical miles 
if it is open all year round. 

Based on this assumption, we can estimate shipping time-saving effects 
as shown below in Table 3.2. For example, none of the Chinese ports 
experience any time-saving effect if the NSR is available only for three 
months. Korea also has only a minimal time-saving effect of less than one 
day for the Scandinavian/Baltic and the Northern Europe bound. In the 

Table 3.2  Saved shipping time by NSR: 3-month sailing (Unit: Days)

China Korea Japan

Dalian Tianjin Qingdao
Shang-

hai
Ningbo Xiamen

Shen-
zhen

Guang-
zhou

busan Tokyo

Russia St. Petersburg -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 -1.2 -1.2 -3.4 -4.6 -4.6 0.5 2.2 

Poland Gdynia -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 -1.2 -1.2 -3.4 -4.6 -4.6 0.5 2.2 

Sweden Gothenburg -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 -1.2 -1.2 -3.4 -4.6 -4.6 0.5 2.2 

Norway Oslo -0.3 -0.4 -0.6 -1.1 -1.2 -3.3 -4.5 -4.5 0.5 2.3 

Denmark Aarhus -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 -1.2 -1.2 -3.4 -4.6 -4.6 0.5 2.2 

Finland Helsinki -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 -1.2 -1.2 -3.4 -4.6 -4.6 0.5 2.2 

Estonia Tallinn -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 -1.2 -1.2 -3.4 -4.6 -4.6 0.5 2.2 

Latvia Riga -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 -1.2 -1.2 -3.4 -4.6 -4.6 0.5 2.2 

Lithuania Klaipeda -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 -1.2 -1.2 -3.4 -4.6 -4.6 0.5 2.2 

Iceland Reykjavik -0.2 -0.3 -0.5 -1.0 -1.1 -3.3 -4.5 -4.5 0.7 2.4 

Germany
Bremen/

Bremerhaven
-1.2 -1.2 -1.4 -2.0 -2.0 -4.2 -5.4 -5.4 -0.3 1.5 

Nether-lands Rotterdam -1.8 -1.9 -2.1 -2.6 -2.7 -4.9 -6.1 -6.1 -1.0 0.8 

Belgium Antwerp -2.0 -2.0 -2.3 -2.8 -2.9 -5.0 -6.2 -6.2 -1.1 0.6 

UK Felixstowe -2.0 -2.1 -2.3 -2.8 -2.9 -5.0 -6.2 -6.2 -1.2 0.6 

Ireland Dublin -2.3 -2.4 -2.6 -3.1 -3.2 -5.4 -6.6 -6.6 -1.5 0.3 

France Le Havre -2.7 -2.7 -2.9 -3.5 -3.5 -5.7 -6.9 -6.9 -1.8 -0.0 

Portugal Lisbon -6.5 -6.5 -6.8 -7.3 -7.4 -9.5 -10.7 -10.7 -5.6 -3.9 

Spain Valencia -9.3 -9.3 -9.5 -10.1 -10.1 -12.3 -13.5 -13.5 -8.4 -6.7 

Italy Gioia Tauro -12.4 -12.4 -12.7 -13.2 -13.3 -15.4 -16.6 -16.6 -11.5 -9.8 
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case of Japan, one to two days can be saved if it ships to countries located 
on the northern side of France. 

Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the Philippines do not benefit from a time-
saving effect via the NSR if the Arctic Sea is only open for three months. 

Table 3.2  Saved shipping time by NSR: 3-month sailing (cont.) (Unit: Days)

Taiwan
Hong 
Kong

Philippines vietnam Cambodia Thailand

Singapore

Indonesia

Kaohsiung manila
Ho Chi 
minh

Sihanou-
kville

Laem 
Chabang

Tanjung 
Priok

Russia St. Petersburg -3.6 -4.5 -5.3 -8.9 -9.0 -9.1 -10.9 -9.7 

Poland Gdynia -3.6 -4.5 -5.3 -8.9 -9.0 -9.1 -10.9 -9.7 

Sweden Gothenburg -3.6 -4.5 -5.3 -8.9 -9.0 -9.1 -10.9 -9.7 

Norway Oslo -3.5 -4.5 -5.3 -8.9 -9.0 -9.1 -10.8 -9.6 

Denmark Aarhus -3.6 -4.5 -5.3 -8.9 -9.0 -9.1 -10.9 -9.7 

Finland Helsinki -3.6 -4.5 -5.3 -8.9 -9.0 -9.1 -10.9 -9.7 

Estonia Tallinn -3.6 -4.5 -5.3 -8.9 -9.0 -9.1 -10.9 -9.7 

Latvia Riga -3.6 -4.5 -5.3 -8.9 -9.0 -9.1 -10.9 -9.7 

Lithuania Klaipeda -3.6 -4.5 -5.3 -8.9 -9.0 -9.1 -10.9 -9.7 

Iceland Reykjavik -3.4 -4.4 -5.2 -8.8 -8.9 -9.0 -10.7 -9.5 

Germany
Bremen/

Bremerhaven
-4.3 -5.3 -6.1 -9.7 -9.8 -9.9 -11.7 -10.4 

Nether-lands Rotterdam -5.0 -6.0 -6.8 -10.4 -10.5 -10.6 -12.3 -11.1 

Belgium Antwerp -5.2 -6.2 -6.9 -10.6 -10.6 -10.7 -12.5 -11.3 

UK Felixstowe -5.2 -6.2 -7.0 -10.6 -10.7 -10.8 -12.5 -11.3 

Ireland Dublin -5.5 -6.5 -7.3 -10.9 -11.0 -11.1 -12.8 -11.6 

France Le Havre -5.8 -6.8 -7.6 -11.2 -11.3 -11.4 -13.2 -11.9 

Portugal Lisbon -9.7 -10.7 -11.4 -15.1 -15.2 -15.3 -17.0 -15.8 

Spain Valencia -12.5 -13.4 -14.2 -17.8 -17.9 -18.0 -19.8 -18.6 

Italy Gioia Tauro -15.6 -16.6 -17.3 -21.0 -21.0 -21.1 -22.9 -21.7 

However, if we assume the Arctic Sea is open all year, a vessel can 
operate at a speed of 18 nautical miles per hour for the entire NSR. This 
can actually convert the distance-saving effect of the NSR into a positive 
time-saving effect. The Chinese ports from Dalian to Ningbo can save 
as much as about five to eight days in shipping time to Northern Europe 
above France. Shipping time from Busan, Korea, to France can be reduced 
by approximately six to nine days. Japan can also benefit from time-saving 
effects of eight to ten days by using the NSR. 
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Table 3.3  Saved shipping time by NSR in case of 12-month sailing
(Unit: NM)

China Korea Japan

Dalian Tianjin Qingdao
Shang-

hai
Ningbo Xiamen

Shen-
zhen

Guang-
zhou

busan Tokyo

Russia St. Petersburg 7.7 7.7 7.5 6.9 6.9 4.7 3.5 3.5 8.6 10.3

Poland Gdynia 7.7 7.7 7.5 6.9 6.9 4.7 3.5 3.5 8.6 10.3

Sweden Gothenburg 7.7 7.7 7.5 6.9 6.9 4.7 3.5 3.5 8.6 10.3

Norway Oslo 7.8 7.8 7.5 7.0 6.9 4.8 3.6 3.6 8.7 10.4

Denmark Aarhus 7.7 7.7 7.5 6.9 6.9 4.7 3.5 3.5 8.6 10.3

Finland Helsinki 7.7 7.7 7.5 6.9 6.9 4.7 3.5 3.5 8.6 10.3

Estonia Tallinn 7.7 7.7 7.5 6.9 6.9 4.7 3.5 3.5 8.6 10.3

Latvia Riga 7.7 7.7 7.5 6.9 6.9 4.7 3.5 3.5 8.6 10.3

Lithuania Klaipeda 7.7 7.7 7.5 6.9 6.9 4.7 3.5 3.5 8.6 10.3

Iceland Reykjavik 7.9 7.8 7.6 7.1 7.0 4.9 3.7 3.7 8.8 10.5

Germany
Bremen/

Bremerhaven
6.9 6.9 6.7 6.1 6.1 3.9 2.7 2.7 7.8 9.6

Nether-
lands

Rotterdam 6.3 6.2 6.0 5.5 5.4 3.2 2.0 2.0 7.1 8.9

Belgium Antwerp 6.1 6.1 5.8 5.3 5.2 3.1 1.9 1.9 7.0 8.7

UK Felixstowe 6.1 6.0 5.8 5.3 5.2 3.1 1.9 1.9 6.9 8.7

Ireland Dublin 5.8 5.7 5.5 5.0 4.9 2.7 1.5 1.5 6.6 8.4

France Le Havre 5.4 5.4 5.2 4.6 4.6 2.4 1.2 1.2 6.3 8.1

Portugal Lisbon 1.6 1.6 1.3 0.8 0.7 -1.4 -2.6 -2.6 2.5 4.2

Spain Valencia -1.2 -1.2 -1.4 -2.0 -2.0 -4.2 -5.4 -5.4 -0.3 1.4

Italy Gioia Tauro -4.3 -4.3 -4.6 -5.1 -5.2 -7.3 -8.5 -8.5 -3.4 -1.7

Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the Philippines will all see one to five days of 
time-saving effects to countries located to the north of France. 
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Table 3.3  Saved shipping time by NSR in case for 12-month sailing (cont.)
(Unit: Days)

Taiwan
Hong 
Kong

Philippines vietnam Cambodia Thailand

singapore

Indonesia

Kaohsiung manila Ho Chi minh
Sihanou-

kville
Laem 

Chabang
Tanjung 

Priok

Russia St. Petersburg 4.5 3.6 2.8 -0.8 -0.9 -1.0 -2.8 -1.6 

Poland Gdynia 4.5 3.6 2.8 -0.8 -0.9 -1.0 -2.8 -1.6 

Sweden Gothenburg 4.5 3.6 2.8 -0.8 -0.9 -1.0 -2.8 -1.6 

Norway Oslo 4.6 3.6 2.8 -0.8 -0.9 -1.0 -2.7 -1.5 

Denmark Aarhus 4.5 3.6 2.8 -0.8 -0.9 -1.0 -2.8 -1.6 

Finland Helsinki 4.5 3.6 2.8 -0.8 -0.9 -1.0 -2.8 -1.6 

Estonia Tallinn 4.5 3.6 2.8 -0.8 -0.9 -1.0 -2.8 -1.6 

Latvia Riga 4.5 3.6 2.8 -0.8 -0.9 -1.0 -2.8 -1.6 

Lithuania Klaipeda 4.5 3.6 2.8 -0.8 -0.9 -1.0 -2.8 -1.6 

Iceland Reykjavik 4.7 3.7 2.9 -0.7 -0.8 -0.9 -2.6 -1.4 

Germany
Bremen/

Bremerhaven
3.8 2.8 2.0 -1.6 -1.7 -1.8 -3.6 -2.3 

Nether-
lands

Rotterdam 3.1 2.1 1.3 -2.3 -2.4 -2.5 -4.2 -3.0 

Belgium Antwerp 2.9 1.9 1.2 -2.4 -2.5 -2.6 -4.4 -3.2 

UK Felixstowe 2.9 1.9 1.1 -2.5 -2.6 -2.7 -4.4 -3.2 

Ireland Dublin 2.6 1.6 0.8 -2.8 -2.9 -3.0 -4.7 -3.5 

France Le Havre 2.3 1.3 0.5 -3.1 -3.2 -3.3 -5.1 -3.8 

Portugal Lisbon -1.6 -2.6 -3.3 -7.0 -7.1 -7.1 -8.9 -7.7 

Spain Valencia -4.4 -5.3 -6.1 -9.7 -9.8 -9.9 -11.7 -10.5 

Italy Gioia Tauro -7.5 -8.5 -9.2 -12.8 -12.9 -13.0 -14.8 -13.6 

EXAmINING POSSIbLE SCENARIOS OF CONTAINER 
SHIPPING by USING THE NSR

Container Traffic from Asia to Europe 

In this section, we are going to use data from Lloyd’s Marine Intelligence 
Unit (LMIU) in order to estimate the future container traffic volume 
between countries that benefit from time- and cost-saving effects by using 
the NSR. LMIU data is based on the calculation of multiplying container 
traffic between ports by vessel capacity and its frequency. We can estimate 
the weight of origin and destination (O/D) of traffic volumes by using this 
data. The table below shows container traffic origins and destinations, 
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focusing primarily on the Asian countries China, Korea, Japan, Taiwan, 
Hong Kong and the Philippines. We can find that container traffic within 
the Asian area 5 is the busiest. The attainable weight of container traffic 
that can bring distance-saving effects to target countries via the NSR is 
about 6 %. 

We can also get the forecasted container traffic volumes of the six Asian 
countries by adjusting real the GDP growth rate of each country on actual 
performed traffic data in 2010. Then, we multiply the data gained by each 
weight of traffic O/D of target European countries in order to get the final 
traffic volume that can be converted into the NSR. 

The results are shown in Table 3.4 below. It indicates that China is 
expected to have the overwhelming volume of container traffic. We are 
expecting 13 million TEU of cargo traffic to possibly change its route to the 
NSR in 2010, and 46 million TEU will use the NSR in 2030. The weight of 
China is about 78%, with 10 million TEU in 2010, and is expect to reach 
about 87%, with 40 million TEU, in 2030. 
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Figure 3.1  Container traffic O/D between targeted countries

Note: reorganizing traffic, the product of vessel capacity * sailing frequency.
Source: Lloyd’s Marine Intelligence Unit (LMIU), 2006. 
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Table 3.4  Container traffic forecast by targeted countries (Unit: 1,000 TEU)

China Korea Japan Taiwan
China 

(SAR HK)
Philippines Total

2010 10,043 1,416 376 296 636 123 12,890 

2015 15,171 1,715 407 376 804 154 18,627 

2020 21,882 2,284 516 503 1,075 209 26,469 

2025 29,980 2,635 526 583 1,276 260 35,261 

2030 39,555 2,982 534 666 1,494 317 45,549 

2010-2030 7.1% 3.8% 1.8% 4.1% 4.4% 4.9% 6.5%

Note: applying traffic O/D after forecasting national traffic using real GDP growth.
Source: traffic–CI online, GDP growth: Global Insight.

Setting up Scenarios of Using the NSR with variables of Time and Costs

We have conducted an SP survey in order to gain the expected shares 
of using the ESR and NSR in the future. The SP survey is a method that 
provides better estimates by asking respondents to select choices or 
prioritize options by a particular scenario that has not happened yet. 

The survey respondents consist of forwarders and logistics companies 
excluding shipping liners. We also exclude manufacturing companies since 
their level of understanding for using the NSR is currently low, and this can 
possibly ruin the accuracy of the survey. Also, shipping liners are excluded 
from this survey due to the characteristics that they can open up new 
shipping routes following the shipper’s demands.

The factors we took into consideration are costs and time, which are 
the most important ones when it comes to choosing a shipping route. 
Besides these, we excluded some other factors like sea waves in the Arctic, 
port infrastructure, the stability of shipping operations, shipping regularity, 
how to secure a supply of vessel items, and whether oil supply bases and 
port service are available. This is because it is difficult to convert this data 
into specific numbers, and the complexity of the questionnaire can ruin the 
accuracy of responses by making respondents misunderstand the questions. 

As for the scenarios with time variables, we need to consider the 
maximum10 days saving effects brought about by using the NSR as shown 
in the case of Japan. Therefore, we have set up three scenarios: a zero time-
saving effect that is the same as the current level, a five-day saving effect, 
and a ten-day saving effect. As for scenarios by cost, we have considered 
the advice of experts on asymmetric demand price elasticity. Therefore, we 
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have set up five scenarios, spreading out the shipping costs of the NSR by 
120%, 110%, 100%, 80% and 70% of the costs for the existing the Suez 
Canal route (SCR). 

The next table shows the results of analysis of the SP survey. We asked 
respondents about their willingness to use the NSR by varying its cost and 
time conditions under the assumption that the cost per TEU is fixed at USD 
1,000-USD 1,500 per TEU (or unit costs) and the NSR is open for 30 days. 

The analysis indicates that the share of the NSR is expected to be 
about 20% if the shipping time through the NSR stays at the same level 
as the one through the SCR. If five days of shipping time through the NSR 
is saved, with the same shipping costs taken for the SCR, the share of the 
NSR will be about 72%. Also, it turns out that 96% of respondents will 
choose the NSR if they can save 10 days under the condition of having the 
same costs taken for the SCR. 

Table 3.5  NSR shares by scenario

NSR cost NSR time NSR shares 

120% 30 days 1% 

110% 30 days 5% 

100% 30 days 20% 

80% 30 days 86% 

70% 30 days 97% 

120% 25 days 10% 

110% 25 days 34% 

100% 25 days 72% 

80% 25 days 98% 

70% 25 days 100% 

120% 20 days 52% 

110% 20 days 84% 

100% 20 days 96% 

80% 20 days 100% 

70% 20 days 100% 

Forecasted Traffic volume via the NSR 

The cost analysis of the NSR and the SCR can be complicated due to many 
other factors that can affect the cost. However, we can utilize the already 
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driven numbers in the previous section for the time-saving effects of the NSR. 
The time-saving effects via the NSR rely highly rely on the length of 

the ice-class section of the Arctic, as well as on how long the NSR can be 
open. There is no available data for the opening period of the NSR year on 
year. However, according to AMSA (2009), it is forecasted that it would 
open about 90 to 100 days by 2080. Also, Ragner (2008) mentioned the 
possibility that the Arctic Sea would be open for 170 days at maximum in 
100 years, as the technology evolves. Mark Serreze at the NSIDC in the 
United States also predicted that the Arctic’s ice would completely melt 
out by 2030 if we keep the current trend. Also, the current ice extent as of 
July 2011 has been observed to be even lower than it was during the same 
period in 2007,6 showing no sign of slowing down its melting speed. 

In this respect, we applied three stages of opening of the Arctic: three 
months in 2015, six months in 2020, and nine months in 2025, taking 
the perspective that the NSR will be commercialized by 2030. We put the 
expected saved time using the routes to Europe from each of the six Asian 
countries into these scenarios, and estimated the container traffic share of 
the NSR, as seen in Table 3.6. The container traffic is forecasted to reach 
about 29,000 TEU in 2015 and around 3 million TEU in 2030 under the 
condition that the sailing cost through the NSR stays at the same level as 
the cost of the SCR. Also, the share of the NSR would be 1.6% in 2015 
and 64.1% in 2030.

Table 3.6  Container Traffic Forecast and Share of NSR (Unit: 1,000 TEU)

NSR cost 
Container traffic forecast Share

2015 2020 2025 2030 2015 2020 2025 2030 

120% 1 31 163 442 0.1% 1.2% 4.6% 9.7%

110% 6 132 596 1,438 0.3% 5.0% 16.9% 31.6%

100% 29 423 1,417 2,920 1.6% 16.0% 40.2% 64.1%

80% 249 1,145 2,457 4,304 13.3% 43.3% 69.7% 94.5%

70% 376 1,252 2,542 4,392 20.2% 47.3% 72.1% 96.4%

Cases for Analysis of the Cost Price via the NSR

In order to review the possible five scenarios of using the NSR, we need to 
analyse the cost price for shipping. We selected the route between Tokyo and 
Rotterdam since it is the route that can save the most considerable amount 
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of time and distance via the NSR. The length of the SCR is 11,285 NM while 
the NSR is expected to be 7,445 NM. We divided the sailing costs into four 
categories: the charterage, representing capital expenses, ship operating costs 
including labor costs and insurance fees, fuel costs, and passage toll fees. The 
passage toll fee is called the Suez Canal toll for the route passing through the 
Suez Canal, and also as an ice-breaking service fee for the NSR. 

The NSR has poor surroundings and extremely low temperatures. 
Therefore, an ice-class vessel requires more capital expenses compared to 
operating general ships. Also, labor costs and insurance fees can go up as 
the risk increases on this route. The increased rate of capital expenses and 
operating costs of the NSR is generally estimated to be at the level of 20% 
to 30%. In this study, we have applied a 20% increase in its costs. This 
analysis was done based on 8,000 TEU vessels, which are mainly used on the 
sailing route between Asia and Europe. Also, we utilized the general idea that 
the charterage per day stays at a level of around USD 45,000 and the ship 
operating cost would be at around USD 23,000. 

The fuel consumption is based on the assumption that ships operate at 
an economical speed. Therefore, the fuel consumption will be 0.3 ton per 
NM. The fuel cost is based on Fujairah Bunker C oil of IFO 380 cst. We 
deducted the lowest level of USD 445 from the highest level of USD 720 
during past 12 months, and added this difference of USD 275 to USD 720 
again in order to derive the future oil price, reflecting a possible rise in the 
price. Therefore, we have set up three scenarios: USD 444, USD 720 and 
USD 995.7 

The Suez Canal toll fee is known to be around USD 550,000, based 
on an 8,000 TEU vessel with a 60% load factor. Also, as for ice-breaking 
service fees imposed by Russia, the publicly announced tariffs in 2005 will 
be applied. This Russian fee is schemed to be imposed on the tonnage of 
shipments and the whole shipping route, respectively. For the container 
shipments, 1,048 roubles per tonnage have been applied. When it comes 
to transit cargo along the waterways of the NSR, 1,000 roubles have been 
applied per ton of full displacement.8 Even if it has not been announced in 
public, Russia is known to regard one TEU as 24 tons.9 Based on this, if the 
8,000 TEU vessel transports a container shipment with 60% capacity, the 
fee imposed on the shipment would amount to USD 3.9 million. Also, in 
the case of 110,000 deadweight tons the fee will be USD 3.6 million. The 
total fee for a single passage through the NSR amounts to USD 7.6 million. 
In the case of the Murmansk shipping company, it has been said that it 
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paid around USD 220,000 in 2010 for 5,300 TEU vessels, and around 
USD 420,000 for 10,000 TEU vessels.10 However, this seems to show a 
preferential treatment for Russian shipping companies and will not apply 
to vessels from other countries. 

In addition, we need to estimate shipping frequency on a yearly basis. 
We applied a vessel speed of 18 NM per hour for ice water and 3 NM per 
hour for non-ice water. The waiting time for the SCR and the NSR would 
be four days and eight days per trip, respectively. As a result, we derived 
a total of 30.1 shipping days per trip for the SCR. The expected shipping 
days will be 33.3 days if the NSR is open for three months, and 28.7 days 
in the case of a six-month open period, 26.4 days for an opening period of 
nine months, and 25.2 days for a twelve-month open period. In the case 
the NSR is not open, we assumed the use of the SCR by chartering other 
vessels. The analysis shows that the shipping frequency per year will be 
12.1 times via the SCR. Also, the shipping frequency via the NCR will be 
11.9 times when the Arctic is open for three months, 12.4 times for a six-
month opening, 13.4 times for a nine-month opening, and 14.5 times for a 
twelve-month opening. In order words, this analysis indicates that the speed 
reduction effect of vessels in ice water is bigger than the shipping distance-
saving effects when the NSR is only open for three months. Therefore, the 
shipping frequency ends up decreasing. 

If we divide the total costs by the possible shipping frequency per year, 
we are able to gain the cost price per TEU. It turns out that the cost price 
of the NSR can be less expensive than that of the SCR if we exclude ice-
breaking service fees. If the total costs include the ice-breaking service fee, 
the cost price of the NSR will increase by 25% to 160%, while the NSR 

Table 3.7  Sailing cost per TEU between Tokyo and Rotterdam

Fuel 
cost 

Cost/
Rates 

Suez Canal 
route

(including toll) 

NSR excluding 
ice-breaking service fees

NSR including 
ice-breaking service fees

3 
months 

6 
months 

9 
months 

12
months 

3
 months 

6 
months 

9 
months 

12 
months 

445 
USD/ton 

Cost 
855.2 

748.3 717.3 674.8 636.0 1,200.4 1,578.8 1,922.2 2,213.1 

Rate 12.5% 16.1% 21.1% 25.6% -40.4% -84.6% -124.8% -158.8%

720 
USD/ton 

Cost 
1,049.1 

927.0 877.6 817.7 764.0 1,379.1 1,739.0 2,065.1 2,341.0 

Rate 11.6% 16.4% 22.1% 27.2% -31.5% -65.8% -96.8% -123.1%

995 
USD/ton 

Cost 
1,243.1 

1,105.7 1,037.9 960.5 892.0 1,557.9 1,899.3 2,207.9 2,469.0 

Rate 11.1% 16.5% 22.7% 28.2% -25.3% -52.8% -77.6% -98.6%
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can be 11% to 28% less costly with no ice-breaking fees.  
For further studies related to the cost price of the NSR, we have to 

recognize that critical issues come from not only the high price level of oil, 
but also from how much the ice-breaking fees imposed will cost. In order 
to make the cost price of the NSR more competitive than the one of the 
SCR, we need to keep the ice-breaking fees at a rational level and discuss 
this issue on a constant basis.

bENEFITS OF RESOURCES SHIPPING vIA THE NSR

Analysis of background and Purpose

The Arctic is very well known for its enriched repository of energy, fishery 
and mineral resources. According to USGS’s research of 2008,11 about 
22% of the world’s oil and gas resources are found in the Arctic Sea. Also, 
13% of the world’s oil (90 trillion barrels) and 30% of the world’s LNG 
(47 trillion cubic meters) are reserved there. In addition, the Arctic area 
occupies 3% of the world’s oceans and the fishery resources of this area are 
expected reach to 40% of the world’s output. As for mineral resources, it 
has 16% of the world’s iron ore and others such as nickel, copper, uranium, 
diamonds, etc., which is equivalent to USD 2 trillion. 

With continuous oil price hikes, the accelerated Antarctic ice meltdown 
due to global warming, and the development of oil drilling techniques, 
we have started to shed a light on the idea of shipping Arctic resources 
through the NSR. In this context, this study will deal with the issues of 
commercializing the NSR, and then compare shipping costs by using the 
existing shipping route (ESR) with the NSR under the condition of the 
same shipping operations. This will help us to estimate the costs of each 
shipping route for resources. Last, but not least, we will also examine the 
alternatives of shipping resources via the NSR, which is one of the purposes 
of this paper.  

This study mainly focuses on four categories of resources: LNG, oil, 
coal, and iron ore. Those are the major resources that Korea imports from 
foreign countries and distributes over the Arctic. 
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Setting up of Sea Routes

The ESR for resources was set up by the top countries Korea imports 
resources from and the NSR, which is based on the top natural resources 
reserves in the Arctic. 

As for the ESR, a starting point was set from major ports located in the 
top countries from which Korea imports resources. The figure above shows 
the major countries that import resources into Korea. The biggest LNG-
importing country for Korea is Qatar, therefore its most representative 
port, Doha Port, was selected as a starting point for the ESR. The starting 
point of the NSR for LNG shipping is Khatanga Port, the nearest port from 
the East Siberian area, which is an enriched LNG reserve.

Likewise, the starting points of shipping each resource can be designed 
with both the ESR and the NSR. The next figure and table show each 
detailed shipping route. 

Standards of Shipping Costs

To compare each cost for shipping resources through the ESR and the NSR, 
we need to set some variables: vessel types (size), charterage, fuel costs, 
operating costs, shipping distance and shipping time. In addition, we need 
to consider an ice-breaking fee in the Arctic. 

LNG
Oil
Anthracite Coal
Bituminous Coal
Iron Ore

Australia

Indonesia

Vietnam
UAE

Qatar

Saudi Arabia

Brazil

Figure 3.2  Major importers of resources into Korea

Source: illustrated by Korea Maritime Institute based on information from the Korea International Trade 
Association.
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Representative vessel Types

Each resource’s representative vessel was selected based on interview 
information from shipping carriers. As for each vessel’s speed, we referred 
to Drewry’s annual report. Mostly, we applied 14 knots for maximum 
speed. LNG is relatively lighter than other resources, so we expected the 
carrier to speed up to 19.5 knots. As noted above, this paper assumes that 
vessel speeds for both the ESR and the NSR will be the same.

Table 3.8  Vessel type and speed

Classification vessel type Size (ton) Speed (knot)

LNG LNG carrier 77,500 19.5

Oil VLCC tanker 300,000 14

Coal Capesize vessel 180,000 14

Iron Ore Capesize vessel 180,000 14

Source:  1) Vessel type: interview information fromshipping companies. 
2) Speed: Drewry, Ship Operating Cost Annual Review and Forecast, Annual Report, 2010. 11.

①, ② LNG, Oil

③ Anthracite Coal

④ Bituminous Coal

⑤ Iron Ore

ESR

NSR

Figure 3.3  Each resource’s shipping route

Source: illustrated by Korea Maritime Institute based on information fromthe Korea International Trade 
Association.
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Shipping Distance and Days

After fixing the vessel type and its speed, we can derive the shipping 
distance and time for each shipping route. If we put the port name and 
the vessel speed into the Netpas Program, we can get the total shipping 
distance and shipping days. In order to estimate the distance of the NSR, 
we calculated the distance of the existing route starting from the Bering Sea 
and the route from the Bering Sea to the Arctic and finally added them up. 

As you can see below, most of the NSRs turned out to be more effective 
than the ESR in terms of shipping distance and time. However, there are 
some exceptions: the ESR for anthracite coal from Haiphong to Samchek 
and the ESR 2 for bituminous coal from Tanjung Priok to Samcheok. The 
main reason for this is the fact Haiphong and Tanjung Priok belong to 
the intra-Asian region, being quite close to Korea. Except for these cases, 
taking the NSR is more effective than the ESR and saves three to 23 days 
of shipping time.

Table 3.9  Each resource route’s distance and shipping days

Classification Route (port to port)
Distance (Nm) Shipping days

ESR NSR Sum ESR NSR Sum

LNG
ESR Doha-Ulsan 6,125 - 6,125 18.23 - 18.23 

NSR Khatanga-Ulsan 3,066 1,707 4,773 9.13 5.08 14.21 

Oil

ESR 1 Jeddah-Ulsan 6,944 - 6,944 20.67 - 20.67 

ESR 2 Dubai-Usan 5,949 - 5,949 17.71 - 17.71 

NSR Olenyok-Ulsan 3,032 1,328 4,360 9.02 3.95 12.97 

Coal

Anthracite
ESR Haipong-Samcheok 1,747 - 1,747 4.85 - 4.85 

NSR Tiksi-Samcheok 3,066 1,375 4,441 9.13 4.09 13.22 

Bituminous

ESR 1 Melbourne-Samcheok 5,211 - 5,211 15.51 - 15.51 

ESR 2
Tanjung Priok-

Samcheok
2,941 - 2,941 8.75 - 8.75 

NSR Pevek-Samcheok 3,066 523 3,589 9.13 1.56 10.69 

Iron Ore

ESR 1 Melbourne-Pohang 5,140 - 5,140 15.3 - 15.30 

ESR 2 Santos-Pohang 11,336 - 11,336 33.74 - 33.74 

NSR Pevek-Pohang 3,100 523 3,623 9.23 1.53 10.76 

Source:  1) Distance and shipping days: using the Netpas Distance Program. 
2) Speed: refer to Table 2.
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Fuel Costs

According to shipping carriers, the fuel costs for each vessel can vary from 
40 to 100 tons. This paper assumed an additional 20% in fuel expenses 
for the NSR, considering future oil price hikes along with environmental 
changes, according to the interviews with the shipping carriers. 

Table 3.10  Fuel expenses

Classification vessel type Size (ton)
Fuel expenses/day (ton)

ESR NSR

LNG LNG carrier 77,500 100 120

Oil VLCC tanker 300,000 90 108

Coal Capesize vessel 180,000 40 48

Iron Ore Capesize vessel 180,000 40 48

Note: 20% additional expenses on the NSR.
Source: interview information from shipping companies.

We can calculate the fuel costs per day by multiplying the fuel 
consumption amount per day by the oil price. This estimation is based on 
Fujairah bunker C oil (IFO 380 cst which is the cheapest). We also divided 
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Figure 3.4  380 cst bunker price, Fujairah

Source: www.clarksons.net
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fuel costs into three: the lowest price of USD 445 per day, the highest price 
of USD 720 per day during past 12 months according to data from the 
Clarkson website, and a third price of USD 995 per day. The third price 
was calculated in order to consider any future oil price hikes, adding the 
difference between the two other prices (USD 275) to the maximum price 
of USD 720.

With the derived fuel costs on the basis of these standards, we were 
able to complete the table below.

Table 3.11  Total fuel costs

Classification Route

Shipping 
days

Fuel expenses
 (ton)

Fuel costs (USD): 
445 USD/ton

Fuel costs (USD): 
720 USD/ton

Fuel costs (USD): 
995 USD/ton

ESR NSR Sum ESR NSR Sum ESR NSR Sum ESR NSR Sum ESR NSR Sum

LNG
ESR 18.23 - 18.23 1,823 - 1,823 811,235 - 811,235 1,312,560 - 1,312,560 1,813,885 - 1,813,885 

NSR 9.13 5.08 14.21 913 610 1,523 406,285 271,272 677,557 657,360 438,912 1,096,272 908,435 606,552 1,514,987 

Oil

ESR 1 20.67 - 20.67 1,860 - 1,860 827,834 - 827,834 1,339,416 - 1,339,416 1,850,999 - 1,850,999 

ESR 2 17.71 - 17.71 1,594 - 1,594 709,286 - 709,286 1,147,608 - 1,147,608 1,585,931 - 1,585,931 

NSR 9.02 3.95 12.97 812 427 1,238 361,251 189,837 551,088 584,496 307,152 891,648 807,741 424,467 1,232,208 

Anthracite 
Coal

ESR 4.85 - 4.85 194 - 194 86,330 - 86,330 139,680 - 139,680 193,030 - 193,030 

NSR 9.13 4.09 13.22 365 196 562 162,514 87,362 249,876 262,944 141,350 404,294 363,374 195,338 558,712 

Bituminous 
Coal

ESR 1 15.51 - 15.51 620 - 620 276,078 - 276,078 446,688 - 446,688 617,298 - 617,298 

ESR 2 8.75 - 8.75 350 - 350 155,750 - 155,750 252,000 - 252,000 348,250 - 348,250 

NSR 9.13 1.56 10.69 365 75 440 162,514 33,322 195,836 262,944 53,914 316,858 363,374 74,506 437,880 

Iron Ore

ESR 1 15.3 - 15.30 612 - - 272,340 - 272,340 440,640 - 440,640 608,940 - 608,940 

ESR 2 33.74 - 33.74 1,350 - - 600,572 - 600,572 971,712 - 971,712 1,342,852 - 1,342,852 

NSR 9.23 1.53 10.76 369 73 443 164,294 32,681 196,975 265,824 52,877 318,701 367,354 73,073 440,427 

Note: Fuel Costs = Shipping days × Fuel expenses.

Charterage 

The charterage of each vessel varies from USD 12,500 to USD 90,000 per 
day, according to Fearn research’s weekly data. We also considered the 
current charterage as of the third week of July, 2011, and applied an equal 
cost amount to both the ESR and the NSR. The recent earthquake in Japan 
made the demand for LNG go higher, and the charterage of LNG has 
rapidly risen up to USD 90,000 per day.
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Table 3.12  Ship charterage

Classification vessel type Size (ton) Charter/day (USD)

LNG LNG carrier 77,500 90,000

Oil VLCC tanker 300,000 23,000

Coal Capesize vessel 180,000 12,500

Iron Ore Capesize vessel 180,000 12,500

Source: www.fearnresearch.com

Operating Costs

Besides fuel costs and charterage, we also need to calculate operating 
costs. The operating costs consist of manning, insurance fees, repair and 
maintenance, stores and spares, and so on. This data is based on Drewry’s 
annual report, and we assume 20% in additional costs for the NSR.

The total operating costs are in the table below. The operating cost per 

Table 3.13  Ship operating costs/day

vessel type Details
Ship operating costs/day (USD)

ESR NSR

LNG carrier
(140-150,000 CBM)

Manning 5,112 6,134 

Insurance 1,676 2,011 

Repair & Maintenance 556 667 

Stores & Spares 1,613 1,936 

Others 2,671 3,205 

Sum 11,628 13,954 

Oil tanker
(VLCC)

Manning 3,797 4,556 

Insurance 1,527 1,832 

Repair & Maintenance 470 564 

Stores & Spares 1,830 2,196 

Others 2,500 3,000 

Sum 10,124 12,149 

Dry cargo carrier
(180,000 DWT)

Manning 2,648 3,178 

Insurance 1,030 1,236 

Repair & Maintenance 300 360 

Stores & Spares 764 917 

Others 1,343 1,612 

Sum 6,085 7,302 

Note:  1) Others = Management & Administration + Lubricating Oil. 
2) Additional expenses of 20% on the NSR.

Source: Drewry, Ship Operating Coast Annual Review and Forecast, Annual Report, 2010. 11.
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day is more expensive on the NSR, but the total operating cost is higher 
than the ESR’s.

Ice-breaking Service Fees

All ships passing through the NSR are required to pay ice-breaking service 
fees imposed by Russia. The fees have been double charged both for the 
cargo type and the sailing route. The table below shows ice-breaking service 
fees according to cargo type.  

Table 3.15  Ice-breaking service fee by cargo type

Classification Rubles/ton Dollars/ton

Bulk Cargo 707 23.2

Liquid bulk Cargo 530 17.4

Note: The exchange rate is 30.48 rubles per U.S. dollar (Russian Central Bank, as of the end of 2010).
Source: Russian Federation, “On the changes of rates for services of the icebreaker fleet on the NSR,” 2005. 09.

Also, the ice-breaking service fees will be imposed depending on the 
sailing route. This fee is applied to the Laptev Sea & East Siberian Service 

Table 3.14  Ship’s operating costs (Unit: Dollar)

Classification Route
Shipping 

days
manning Insurance

Repair &   
maintenance

Stores 
& Spares

Others Sum
Costs/

day

LNG
ESR 18.23 93,192 30,553 10,136 29,405 48,692 211,978 11,628

NSR 14.21 87,170 28,579 9,481 27,505 45,546 198,281 13,954

Oil

ESR 1 20.67 78,484 31,563 9,715 37,826 51,675 209,263 10,124

ESR 2 17.71 67,245 27,043 8,324 32,409 44,275 179,296 10,124

NSR 12.97 59,097 23,766 7,315 28,482 38,910 157,570 12,149

Anthracite 
Coal

ESR 4.85 12,843 4,996 1,455 3,705 6,514 29,512 6,085

NSR 13.22 42,008 16,340 4,759 12,120 21,305 96,532 7,302

Bituminous 
Coal

ESR 1 15.51 41,070 15,975 4,653 11,850 20,830 94,378 6,085

ESR 2 8.75 23,170 9,013 2,625 6,685 11,751 53,244 6,085

NSR 10.69 33,969 13,213 3,848 9,801 17,228 78,058 7,302

Iron 
Ore

ESR 1 15.30 40,514 15,759 4,590 11,689 20,548 93,101 6,085

ESR 2 33.74 89,344 34,752 10,122 25,777 45,313 205,308 6,085

NSR 10.76 34,191 13,299 3,874 9,865 78,570 139,798 12,992

Note:  1) Total costs = Ship’s Operating Costs/day × Shipping days. 
2) Additional expenses of 20% on the NSR.
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since the NSR for resources passes through this line.

Table 3.16  Ice-breaking service fees by shipping area

Classification Rubles/ton Dollars/ton

Waterways of the NSR 1,000 32.8

Laptev Sea & East Siberian Service 690 22.6

Kara, Ob, & Yenisei Rivers Service 200 6.6

Note:  1) The exchange rate is 30.48 rubles per U.S. dollar (Russian Central Bank, as of the end of 2010). 
2) Applied full displacement per ton. 
3) Waterways of the NSR: transit along the waterways of the Northern Sea Route. 
4) Laptev Sea & East Siberian Service: To ports onthe Laptev Sea from the west or east, and to the ports of 
the East Siberian Sea from west or east. 
5) Kara, Ob, & Yeniseirivers Service: To ports of the Kara Sea and to ports situated on the Ob and Yenisei 
rivers from the west.

Source: Russian Federation, “On the Changes of Rates for Services of the Icebreaker Fleet on the NSR,” 2005. 09.

From the above two tables, the total ice-breaking service fees can be 
calculated. The unit cost of ice-breaking service fees are USD 40 for liquid 
cargo and USD 45.8 for dry bulk cargo.

Table 3.17  Total ice-breaking fees of the NSR

Classification
vessel
size
(ton)

Ice breaking 
fee/ton
(USD)

Total ice breaking fees (USD)

Cargo Area Cargo Area Sum Cost/ton

LNG NSR 77,500 17.4 22.6 1,348,500 1,751,500 3,100,000 40.0

Oil NSR 300,000 17.4 22.6 5,220,000 6,780,000 12,000,000 40.0

Coal
Anthracite NSR 180,000 22.6 22.6 4,176,000 4,068,000 8,244,000 45.8

Bituminous NSR 180,000 22.6 22.6 4,176,000 4,068,000 8,244,000 45.8

Iron Ore NSR 180,000 22.6 22.6 4,176,000 4,068,000 8,244,000 45.8

Note:  1) Total ice-breaking service fees by cargo type = ice-breaking service fee by cargo type per ton × vessel size. 
2) Total ice-breaking service fees by shipping area = ice breaking service fee by shipping area per ton × vessel 
size.

Source: Russian Federation, “On the Changes of Rates for Services of the Icebreaker Fleet on the NSR,” 2005. 09.

Comparison of Shipping Costs

Based on the previous data, we can derive the total shipping costs for 
resources. Surprisingly, it turns out that there is no significant cost-saving 
effect for the NSR compared to the ESR regardless of the distance and 
time-saving effects of the NSR.
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Table 3.18  Total resources shipping costs

Classification Route
Distance

Shipping 
days

Charter
Fuel 
costs

Operating 
costs

Ice-breaking 
fee

Sum
Changes 

of total costs 
(%)

Fuel 
price

Port to port

L
N
G

445 
USD

ESR Doha~Ulsan 6,125 18.23 1,640,700 811,235 211,978 - 2,663,913 
△97.3 x

NSR Khatanga~Ulsan 4,773 14.21 1,278,900 677,557 198,281 3,100,000 5,254,738 

720 
USD

ESR Doha~Ulsan 6,125 18.23 1,640,700 1,312,560 211,978 - 3,165,238 
△79.2 x

NSR Khatanga~Ulsan 4,773 14.21 1,278,900 1,096,272 198,281 3,100,000 5,673,453 

955 
USD

ESR Doha~Ulsan 6,125 18.23 1,640,700 1,813,885 211,978 - 3,666,563 
△66.2 x

NSR Khatanga~Ulsan 4,773 14.21 1,278,900 1,514,987 198,281 3,100,000 6,092,168 

Oil

445 
USD

ESR 1 Jeddah~Ulsan 6,944 20.67 475,410 827,834 209,263 - 1,512,507 

△760.0
△903.7

xESR 2 Dubai~Ulsan 5,949 17.71 407,330 709,286 179,296 - 1,295,912 

NSR Olenyok~Ulsan 4,360 12.97 298,310 551,088 157,570 12,000,000 13,006,968 

720 
USD

ESR 1 Jeddah~Ulsan 6,944 20.67 475,410 1,339,416 209,263 - 2,024,089 

△559.4
△669.6

xESR 2 Dubai~Ulsan 5,949 17.71 407,330 1,147,608 179,296 - 1,734,234 

NSR Olenyok~Ulsan 4,360 12.97 298,310 891,648 157,570 12,000,000 13,347,528 

955 
USD

ESR 1 Jeddah~Ulsan 6,944 20.67 475,410 1,850,999 209,263 - 2,535,672 

△439.8
△530.0

xESR 2 Dubai~Ulsan 5,949 17.71 407,330 1,585,931 179,296 - 2,172,557 

NSR Olenyok~Ulsan 4,360 12.97 298,310 1,232,208 157,570 12,000,000 13,688,088 

Anthracite 
Coal

445 
USD

ESR Haipong~Samcheok 1,747 4.85 60,625 86,330 29,512 - 176,467 
△4861.6 x

NSR Tiksi~Samcheok 4,441 13.22 165,250 249,876 96,532 8,244,000 8,755,659 

720 
USD

ESR Haipong~Samcheok 1,747 4.85 60,625 139,680 29,512 - 229,817 
△3777.0 x

NSR Tiksi~Samcheok 4,441 13.22 165,250 404,294 96,532 8,244,000 8,910,077 

995 
USD

ESR Haipong~Samcheok 1,747 4.85 60,625 193,030 29,512 - 283,167 
△3010.1 X

NSR Tiksi~Samcheok 4,441 13.22 165,250 558,712 96,532 8,244,000 9,064,495 

Bituminous
Coal

445 
USD

ESR 1 Melbourne~Samcheok 5,211 15.51 193,875 276,078 94,378 - 564,331 

△1433.1
△2617.5

xESR 2
Tanjung 

Priok~Samcheok
2,941 8.75 109,375 155,750 53,244 - 318,369 

NSR Pevek~Samcheok 3,589 10.69 133,625 195,836 78,058 8,244,000 8,651,519 

720 
USD

ESR 1 Melbourne~Samcheok 5,211 15.51 193,875 446,688 94,378 - 734,941 

△1093.6
△2015.8

xESR 2
Tanjung 

Priok~Samcheok
2,941 8.75 109,375 252,000 53,244 - 414,619 

NSR Pevek~Samcheok 3,589 10.69 133,625 316,858 78,058 8,244,000 8,772,541 

955 
USD

ESR 1 Melbourne~Samcheok 5,211 15.51 193,875 617,298 94,378 - 905,551 

△882.1
△1640.9

xESR 2
Tanjung 

Priok~Samcheok
2,941 8.75 109,375 348,250 53,244 - 510,869 

NSR Pevek~Samcheok 3,589 10.69 133,625 437,880 78,058 8,244,000 8,893,563 
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Table 3.18  Total resources shipping costs

Classification Route
Distance

Shipping 
days

Charter
Fuel 
costs

Operating 
costs

Ice-breaking 
fee

Sum
Changes 

of total costs 
(%)

Fuel 
price

Port to port

Iron Ore

445 
USD

ESR 1 Melbourne~Samcheok 5,140 15.30 191,250 272,340 93,101 - 556,691 
△1465.6
△609.9

xESR 2
Tanjung 

Priok~Samcheok
11,336 33.74 421,750 600,572 205,308 - 1,227,630 

NSR Pevek~Samcheok 3,623 10.76 134,500 196,975 139,798 8,244,000 8,715,273 

720 
USD

ESR 1 Melbourne~Samcheok 5,140 15.30 191,250 440,640 93,101 - 724,991 
△118.9
△452.7

xESR 2
Tanjung 

Priok~Samcheok
11,336 33.74 421,750 971,712 205,308 - 1,598,770 

NSR Pevek~Samcheok 3,623 10.76 134,500 318,701 139,798 8,244,000 8,836,999 

955 
USD

ESR 1 Melbourne~Samcheok 5,140 15.30 191,250 608,940 93,101 - 893,291 
△902.9
△354.8

xESR 2
Tanjung 

Priok~Samcheok
11,336 33.74 421,750 1,342,852 205,308 - 1,969,910 

NSR Pevek~Samcheok 3,623 10.76 134,500 440,427 139,798 8,244,000 8,958,725 

The main reason for this result is the highly imposed ice-breaking 
service fees. The major part of the overall cost, almost 90%, comes from 
ice-breaking service fees. Therefore we need to examine the total costs 
excluding the ice-breaking fees in order to separately analyze the cost 
benefits of the NSR.

The estimated cost benefits for shipping main resources are shown in 
Table 3.19.

This table shows that we can cut down total shipping costs via the 
NSR. However, the ice-breaking service fees imposed by Russia turned out 
to be a major factor that raises the total cost. Therefore, we need to keep it 
at a reasonable level to facilitate the commercialization of the NSR. 

Korea can choose its importing countries by analyzing the amount of 
passage toll fees Russia imposes and the quality level of resources in the 
Arctic. However, if the demand for resources is consistent in spite of its 
limited reserves, Korea needs to participate in resource development in the 
Arctic and the use of the NSR in the long run. This can be a move to secure 
a stable supply of resources by diversifying transport routes.    

(cont.)
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Anthracite
Coal 

445
USD  

ESR Haipong-Samcheok 1,747 4.85 60,625 86,330 29,512 176,467 
△189.9 x

NSR Tiksi-Samcheok 4,441 13.22 165,250 249,876 96,532 511,659 

720
USD 

ESR Haipong-Samcheok 1,747 4.85 60,625 139,680 29,512 229,817 
△189.8 x

NSR Tiksi-Samcheok 4,441 13.22 165,250 404,294 96,532 666,077 

995
USD 

ESR Haipong-Samcheok 1,747 4.85 60,625 193,030 29,512 283,167 
△189.8 x

NSR Tiksi-Samcheok 4,441 13.22 165,250 558,712 96,532 820,495 

Bituminous
Coal 

445
USD  

ESR 1 Melbourne-
Samcheok 5,211 15.51 193,875 276,078 94,378 564,331 

▽27.8 
△28.0 

xESR 2 Tanjung Priok-
Samcheok 2,941 8.75 109,375 155,750 53,244 318,369 

NSR Pevek-Samcheok 3,589 10.69 133,625 195,836 78,058 407,519 

720
USD  

ESR 1 Melbourne-
Samcheok 5,211 15.51 193,875 446,688 94,378 734,941 

▽28.1 
△27.1 

xESR 2 Tanjung Priok-
Samcheok 2,941 8.75 109,375 252,000 53,244 414,619 

NSR Pevek-Samcheok 3,589 10.69 133,625 316,858 78,058 528,541 

955
USD 

ESR 1 Melbourne-
Samcheok 5,211 15.51 193,875 617,298 94,378 905,551 

▽28.3 
△27.1 

xESR 2 Tanjung Priok-
Samcheok 2,941 8.75 109,375 348,250 53,244 510,869 

NSR Pevek-Samcheok 3,589 10.69 133,625 437,880 78,058 649,563 

Table 3.19  Total resources shipping costs except ice-breaking fees

Classification Route
Distance Shipping 

days Charter Fuel costs Operating 
costs Sum

Changes 
of total

costs (%)
Fuel 
Price Port to port

LNG 

445
USD 

ESR Doha-Ulsan 6,125 18.23 1,640,700 811,235 211,978 2,663,913 
▽19.1 x

NSR Khatanga-Ulsan 4,773 14.21 1,278,900 677,557 198,281 2,154,738 

720
USD  

ESR Doha-Ulsan 6,125 18.23 1,640,700 1,312,560 211,978 3,165,238 
▽18.7 x

NSR Khatanga-Ulsan 4,773 14.21 1,278,900 1,096,272 198,281 2,573,453 

955
USD  

ESR Doha-Ulsan 6,125 18.23 1,640,700 1,813,885 211,978 3,666,563 
▽18.4 x

NSR Khatanga-Ulsan 4,773 14.21 1,278,900 1,514,987 198,281 2,992,168 

Oil 

445
USD  

ESR 1 Jeddah-Ulsan 6,944 20.67 475,410 827,834 209,263 1,512,507 
▽33.4 
▽22.3

xESR 2 Dubai-Ulsan 5,949 17.71 407,330 709,286 179,296 1,295,912 

NSR Olenyok-Ulsan 4,360 12.97 298,310 551,088 157,570 1,006,968 

720
USD 

ESR 1 Jeddah-Ulsan 6,944 20.67 475,410 1,339,416 209,263 2,024,089 
▽33.4 
▽22.3

xESR 2 Dubai-Ulsan 5,949 17.71 407,330 1,147,608 179,296 1,734,234 

NSR Olenyok-Ulsan 4,360 12.97 298,310 891,648 157,570 1,347,528 

955
USD  

ESR 1 Jeddah-Ulsan 6,944 20.67 475,410 1,850,999 209,263 2,535,672 
▽33.4 
▽22.3

xESR 2 Dubai-Ulsan 5,949 17.71 407,330 1,585,931 179,296 2,172,557 

NSR Olenyok-Ulsan 4,360 12.97 298,310 1,232,208 157,570 1,688,088 

Iron 
Ore 

445
USD  

ESR 1 Melbourne-
Samcheok 5,140 15.30 191,250 272,340 93,101 556,691 

▽15.3 
▽61.6 

xESR 2 Tanjung Priok-
Samcheok 11,336 33.74 421,750 600,572 205,308 1,227,630 

NSR Pevek-Samcheok 3,623 10.76 134,500 196,975 139,798 471,273 

720
USD  

ESR 1 Melbourne-
Samcheok 5,140 15.30 191,250 440,640 93,101 724,991 

▽18.2 
▽62.9 

xESR 2 Tanjung Priok-
Samcheok 11,336 33.74 421,750 971,712 205,308 1,598,770 

NSR Pevek-Samcheok 3,623 10.76 134,500 318,701 139,798 592,999 

955
USD 

ESR 1 Melbourne-
Samcheok 5,140 15.30 191,250 608,940 93,101 893,291 

▽20.0 
▽63.7 

xESR 2 Tanjung Priok-
Samcheok 11,336 33.74 421,750 1,342,852 205,308 1,969,910 

NSR Pevek-Samcheok 3,623 10.76 134,500 440,427 139,798 714,725 
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CONCLUDING REmARKS 

Due to global warming and the progressive lifting of technical constraints 
on navigation, the era of opening the NSR will come in the near future. An 
increase in sea trade volume resulting from deepening globalization and 
international specialization reinforces the advantages of the NSR. Another 
reason to utilize the NSR comes from the fact that the entire industrialized 
world has pushed us to explore the untapped natural resources in the Arctic 
Sea area. In this respect, this study addresses the possibility of commercial 
use of the route based on the current data of shipping operations based 
on some assumptions. It also highlights some important findings on the 
feasibility of container shipping via the NSR.

The findings of this paper are as follows:

(a)  The NSR has an economical effect in terms of distance and time, 
but we also need to consider the factor of expensive NSR toll 
fees imposed by Russia. A key issue lies in whether the NSR will 
become a popular shipping route or not because of these heavily 
imposed fees. The expected maximum cargo volume between Asia 
and Europe via the NSR is around 46 million TEU in 2030. This 
provides us enough grounds to promote the NSR as a commercial 
shipping route.

(b)  The SP survey collected replies from 20% of respondents, Korean 
shippers and forwarders. Of these, 72% acknowledged the use of 
the NSR if it can save five days, and 96% said they will choose 
the NSR if it can bring 10 days of time-saving effects. We have 
also forecasted traffic volume via the NSR in consideration of the 
shipping time for each country. The survey results indicate that the 
expected traffic volume will be 60,000 TEU in 2015, and 14 million 
TEU in 2030 if the NSR is 10% less expensive than the SCR. Also, 
a 20% decrease in shipping costs via the NSR will be expected to 
bring traffic of 249,000 TEU in 2015 and 4.3 million TEU in 2030.

(c)  If we exclude the icebreaker fees and apply USD 720 as the fuel 
costs, 27.2% will be saved per unit TEU. If we put an increased 
amount of USD 995 as the fuel cost, 28.2% of the shipping cost can 
be saved. However, if the total shipping cost includes the toll fees 
with same fuel of USD 995, the shipping cost will go up by 34.9% 
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when the Arctic is open for three months, and the cost will increase 
by 14.1% for a non-ice water opening period of 12 months. 

(d)  Regarding transport of natural resources, the NSR has an economical 
effect in terms of distance for supplying oil, natural gas, fishery, and 
mineral resources, but it is also related to the level of the NSR toll 
fee. The substitution effect of moving resources by using the NSR 
can solve a part of the Asia Premium problem when Northeast Asian 
countries import oil from overseas. However, the pattern of currently 
using the NSR has encountered low economic feasibility due to the 
heavy tolls imposed by Russia.

In this context, we should need to discuss an appropriate toll level in 
order to commercialize the NSR as a common shipping route. In addition, 
we expect to reduce CO2 to protect the global environment as well as gain 
an economical effect if the level of ice-breaking fees stays at a reasonable 
level.

We hope to make a few suggestions by summing up the results of this 
study. First of all, we need to discuss more how to keep the toll fees at an 
appropriate level for the commercial use of the NSR, as mentioned above. 
Second, we need to establish laws and an amendment system related to 
the NSR. Third, we need to develop appropriate vessels for the NSR at the 
earliest possible time. Fourth, we need to establish global cooperation to 
reinvigorate the use of the NSR. Fifth, we need to develop a sailor training 
program for the NSR. Sixth, we need to develop appropriate ports along 
the coastal area in the Arctic. Lastly, we need to seek cooperative ways to 
link natural resources development matters to the promotion of using the 
NSR.

In this study we tried to figure out how to make commercialization of 
the NSR feasible. However, we are still facing a number of weaknesses and 
limitations in doing this. As the economic situation continuously evolves, 
any results driven by the analysis in this study are subject to change. The 
expenses can vary according to the shipping operation costs and can always 
change depending on uncontrollable external factors such a soil prices, 
supply and demand of vessels, political situations, the level of technology, 
etc. That is why we all find difficulty in addressing and delivering an 
accurate result.

This survey is limited in that of the number of respondents to our 
survey was small, and all the respondents are Korea-based forwarding 
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companies. The sensitivity for time and costs of shippers and forwarders 
differs depending on where the companies are located. Thus, we need 
to cover more respondents from region to region in order to gain more 
accuracy. In addition, we only considered two variables: time and costs. 
There can in reality be other factors such as shipping regularity and port 
infrastructure that actually influence the decision-making of shippers and 
forwarders.

Furthermore, the study regarding transport of natural resources only 
focused on the case of Korea. We need to further address the case of China, 
as well as Japan, in order to get more general results. We hope that more 
qualitative and quantitative studies will be done for the use of the NSR, 
over coming the limitations we are currently facing.

In addition, we hope to explore every possible avenue to bring a 
possible economic effect to North Pacific countries in terms of logistics, 
keeping up with global efforts to protect the environment of the Arctic. 
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Notes 

1.  Intermodalism is a system whereby standard-sized cargo containers can be moved 
seamlessly between different “modes” of transport, typically specially adapted 
ships known as containerships, barges, trucks and trains.

2. The Netpas Program calculates the distance between any ports on Earth.

3. Mulherion (1996), p. 33.

4. Miaojia Liu et al. (2009), p. 9.

5. This area includes all of North East Asia, North Asia and South East Asia.

6.  http://nsidc.org/icelights/2011/07/14/heading-towards-the-summer-minimum-ice-
extent/ 

7. Based on advice from experts and interviews with industry leaders.

8.  The exchange rate as of 2010 is 30.46 roubles per dollar, therefore 1,048 roubles 
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is equivalent to around USD 34.4 and 1,000 roubles to around USD 32.8.

9. Miaojia Liu et al. (2009), p. 7.

10. Based on data from interviews and observation trips by KMI.

11.  U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), “Circum-Arctic Resource Appraisal: Estimates 
of Undiscovered Oil and Gas North of Arctic Circle,” USGS Fact Sheet 2008-
3049, Washington, DC, 2008. 
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Overview: The development of shipping technology and fierceness of port 
competition brought various developments to shipping and port networks 
in the Northeast Asian region. Tramp shipping networks changed into liner 
shipping networks and Hub & Spoke systems transferred into Multi-Order 
Network Systems (MONS).

Recently, as the possibility of the Northern Sea Route (NSR) has 
increased, the importance of the pan-East Sea economic region has been 
receiving new attention. 

Like the shipping network on the Mediterranean Sea, which led the 
Renaissance in Europe, the pan-East Sea economic region’s meaning is 
hoped to be reinterpreted as the East Asia Mediterranean. This is because 
the possibility that the region could be a new center has also grown, since 
the probability of the NSR’s commercial use has increased. 

One of the recent important trends in the transport and logistics field is 
the development of intermodalism.1 In the future this trend will be further 
enforced. Consequently, a regional development strategy using the full scale 
of the NSR effect should be found from the intermodalism perspective.

From the intermodalism point of view, passive transport and logistics 
functions just connect each developed area, whereas active transport and 
logistics functions lead to the development of the new area. 

The reason why intermodalism has to be mentioned at this point is that 
passive transport and logistics functions are changing to active ones as time 
passes. If a stupendous revolution like the Suez Canal, the Panama Canal, 
or the NSR happens, it will accelerate this transition. 

Additionally, this study proposes a strategy for North East Asia to 
maximize the added value of the port area, which is the development of 
Port & Industry Clusters. 

4.  Strategy for Maximization of the Northern 
Sea Route Effects by Formulating Regional 
Port-Industry Clusters
Hong-Seung Roh
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INTRODUCTION

The current global warming tendency is toward the thawing of the polar ice 
caps. Consequently, many experts at NASA in the United States and Laval 
University in Canada foresee that the NSR, starting from the Northern East 
Sea Route, could be used for commercial purposes within five to 10 years.

The NSR is the third-biggest revolution of the shipping industries since 
the Panama Canal (which opened in 1914) and the Suez Canal (which 
opened in 1896). 

This is because almost 40% of the voyage distance from Far East Asia 
and Europe can be saved by the NSR. The saved distance reaches 8,300 km 
between the port of Busan and the port of Rotterdam. 

China, Japan and Korea are known as the “Far East Asia region.” 
However, if the NSR gets connected, then the Far East Asia region might 
change into “the Nearest East Asia region.” Most of the Europe-bound 
cargo starting from the east part of Singapore in Asia will then use the 
NSR. Due to these kinds of changes, another hub port competition among 
Asian ports is expected to grasp the position of the huge businesses of 
transit ports, from South East Asia into North East Asia.

Of course, the global warming tendency cannot be good news for 
everybody, but there is no time for sorrow either. We definitely have to try 
our best to slow down the tempo of the global warming tendency, but we 
cannot lose the golden opportunity to save 40% of the voyage distance.

Therefore, this study aims to figure out what significance the NSR 

1st revolution

Suez Canal, 1869 Panama Canal, 1914 NSR, 2020-2030

2nd revolution 3rd revolution

Figure 4.1  The NSR as the third revolution of the global shipping networks
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has among the regional shipping networks changes. The second aim of 
this study is to reinterpret the pan-East Sea economic region as the NSR’s 
commercial use is realized.

Additionally, this study proposes a regional strategy for maximization 
of the NSR effects from an intermodalism perspective, which is the recent 
hot issue in the transport and logistics field.

TRANSFORmATION PROGRESS OF ASIAN 
SHIPPING NETWORKS AND ImPORTANCE OF THE 
NSR

For a deeper understanding of the NSR’s importance, it is necessary to 
understand the transformation of shipping routes in the Asian region first.

Before the mid-1980s, when container shipping was generalized, there 
weren’t any fixed shipping routes in Asia. On the selective shipping route, 
a non-linear ship called a “tramper” visited the ports, of which there was a 
certain level of port facility in the region. 

From the 1980s to the mid-1990s, container ships appeared in Asian 
shipping routes (See Figure 4.3 (upper right)). It was the period when China 
started opening a door to the world. Eastern coastal cities also started to 
build up ports used for feeder ships connected to the hub ports, such as 
Singapore, Hong Kong, Kobe and Busan. It was also the period when the 
hub ports’ function started to emboss. 

The Hub & Spoke system was settled in the Asian region from the 

Figure 4.2  The distance between European ports and Asian ports reverses

Source: Roh (2010a).
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mid-1990s to 2000. Singapore, Hong Kong, Kaohsiung and Busan took 
possession of the leader group at that time (See Figure 4.3 (lower left)). The 
port of Kobe was also in the leader group until the mid-1980s, but was 
eliminated after the Kobe earthquake in 1995. 

Since 2000, the Hub & Spoke became more complicated. The feeder 
ports (small and medium size ports) did not just depend on the hub ports, 
but also started to connect the port network by themselves. Consequently, 
the shape of the port networks seemed to be more complex than the Hub 
& Spoke system. Park et al. (2007) named this phenomenon the “Multi-
Order Network System” (MONS)

This trend seems to be continuing even after the NSR opens. The 

Source: Roh (2007b).

Figure 4.3  Transformation of Asian shipping routes

(1970s to mid-1980s) 

(mid-1990s to 2000s)

(1980s to mid-1990s)

(2000 to present) 
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only difference from before is that most of the shipping routes connecting 
Northeast Asia and Southeast Asia would fade out and be moved into the 
east-bound ones. As a result, the importance of the pan-East Sea economic 
region is receiving new attention (See. Figure 4.5). 

The evidence for the opinion that the local feeder network will be 
developed around the pan-East Sea is related to the features of the recent 
manufacturing process: that is, changing the philosophical background to 
an economy of scope-based post-Fordism from an economy of scale-based 
Fordism (See Figure 4.6). 

In addition, this trend also has a deep relation to the expanding 
multinational manufacturing trend, Global Production Network (GPN), 
in which the manufacturing, assembling and distributing activities are 
conducted in different countries. It is also strongly related to the trends that 
unavoidably happen in the maritime industry, such as bulk shipping, unit 

Figure 4.4  Foreseeing Asian shipping routes after NSR
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Figure 4.5  New hub of dynamic Northeast Asia – pan-East Sea economic region
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Figure 4.6  Change of the philosophical background of the manufacturing industries

Source: Rodrigue J., P. Comtois C. and Slack B. (2006).
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shipping, and less than truckload (LTL) shipping happening simultaneously 
(See Figure 4.7). Besides these, there is much more evidence to support 
the Pan-East Sea’s possibility to be developed, such as the constant 
development of China’s economy and the possibility of North and South 
Korea’s unification.

PARADIGm SHIFT OF THE TRANSPORT & 
LOGISTICS FIELD - INTERmODALISm 

Nowadays one of the typical trends of transport and logistics is 
“intermodalism.” Furthermore, the intermodalism paradigm has been 
making rapid progress. At the beginning, the concept was simply limited 
within the movement of containers. Current intermodalism is, however, 

Flows Network

C
om

m
odity C

hain

Stage

Figure 4.7. The philosophical background of the maritime industries relevant to the 
manufacturing industries

Source: Rodrigue J., P. Comtois C. and Slack B. (2006). 
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developing and the concept has expanded from transport mode integration 
to seamless systems (See Phase I in Figure 4.8), and each mode within that 
system is used for the purposes for which it is best suited.

Similar to any industries, transport and logistics industries are also 
facing a convergence era. A transport company is trying to merge with 
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Figure 4.8  Four phases of intermodalism from topological perspectives

Figure 4.9  Integration process of supply chain management

Source: Rodrigue J. P. Comtois C. and Slack B. (2006).

Source: Roh (2010b).
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a facility operating company and with a service providing company (See 
Phase II in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9).

There are two kinds of integration in the industry. One is horizontal 
integration, the process in which several steps in the production and/or 
distribution of a product or service are controlled by a single company 
or entity, in order to increase that company’s or entity’s power in the 
marketplace. The other is vertical integration, where usually each member 
of the supply chain produces a different product or (market-specific) 
service, and the products combine to satisfy a common need. It contrasts 
with horizontal integration. Vertical integration is one method of avoiding 
the hold-up problem. A monopoly produced through vertical integration is 
called a vertical monopoly, although it might be more appropriate to speak 
of this as some form of cartel.

Depending on technology developments, various technologies are 
integrated and products, in which several devices have been amalgamated, 
contribute to the development of intermodalism (See Phase III in Figure 4.8).

These days, so many assignments have accumulated around the 
transport and logistics field that we need to consider. For example, 
minimization of the environmental impact and the use of energy, the 
maximization of efficiency, the promotion of safety and security, offering 
more choices for personal and freight mobility and promoting sustainable 
development. The integration of these social needs is the reason for the 
intermodalism (See Phase IV in Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.10 shows the conceptual development progress of 
intermodalism, of which the development procedure could be divided into 
four phases from topological perspectives, as proposed by Roh (2010). 
According to Roh’s topological perspectives, in Phase I, integration 
activities are seldom and they are restricted within the sector like a point 
shape. However, if the integration activities expand to all of the industry, 
the integrated industrial activities form a line – called one dimension – in 
Phase II. If the integrated industrial activities then meet technologies, they 
form a plane – called two dimensions – in Phase III. Finally, several social 
needs reflected to the integration activities then form a space – called three 
dimensions – in Phase IV. According to the evolution of the dimension of 
the concept, the level of the intermodalism can also be developed.

As seen in Figure 4.11, in the passive intermodalism perspective, 
constructing the transport and logistics infrastructure by following the land 
use plan is general.
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However, there are times when the intermodalism development has 
to follow the huge transport and logistics infrastructure development (the 
active intermodalism in Figure 4.11). 

Good examples are when new towns are constructed around new 
highways or new high-speed train stations.

By the same token, we can estimate that new land use demands will be 

The Transport/Logistics Planning to satisfy the Land Use Planning Demand

The Transport/Logistics Facilities leads the Land Use Planning

As - Is
Passive Intermodalism

To - Be
Active Intermodalism

Figure 4.11  Passive intermodalism vs. Active intermodalism

Source: Roh (2010b).
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點, point
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線, line

Two Dimension
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空間, space
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Phase II
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Phase IV

Figure 4.10  Conceptual development progress of intermodalism

Source: Roh (2010b).
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generated, since we can understand the NSR’s opening as a kind of a huge 
supply of infrastructure.

As mentioned before, when an infrastructure supply leads the demands, 
the demands have a tendency to be broken suddenly depending on the 
intermodalism development process. In other words, connection of the 
transport modes, industrial integration and various social needs can happen 
at once in the region. Meanwhile, to have the intermodalism development 
process accomplished smoothly and systematically, it is important to attend 
sophistical land use plans and industrial plans based on intermodalism.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE mAXImIzATION OF THE 
NSR’S EFFECTS 

Depending on the intermodalism development, geographical integration of 
the port networks and functional integration of the logistics activities in the 
region has been accelerated and will be continued (See Figure 4.12). 

Ultimately, the GPN cannot avoid using such shipping as bulk 
shipping, unit shipping and LTL shipping, and it should be connected to 
inland transport using advanced intermodal transport systems. For better 
connectivity, therefore, a specialized distribution center should also be 
constructed around a port area. At this point, you must understand that 
it does not simply mean cargo handling areas connecting sea and land 
transport.

The Port Working Group in the Commission of the European 
Communities (1975) recognized a port as the reception of ships, their 
loading and unloading, the storage of goods, the receipt and delivery of 
these goods by inland transport, and the activities of businesses linked to 
sea transport.  

Frankel (1987) stated that a port is “a connection point or joining area 
between ocean traffic and land traffic,” while Goss (1990a) defined a port 
as “a gateway through which goods and passengers are transferred between 
ships and the shore.” Button (1993a) viewed a “seaport” as a self-contained, 
organized place where goods and passengers are exchanged between ships 
and the shore. However, from time to time, there is growing recognition 
that a port should be considered as a component or set of components of a 
broader technological system (Hayuth, 1993, in Haezendonck, 2001).

Nevertheless, the ports of developing countries in the Asia region 
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have a slightly different development background and history from those 
in developed countries. Port development is strongly connected to their 
industrialization, and they are recognized as another source of economic 
benefits. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the ports in developing 
countries more broadly rather than merely by traditional concepts.

Yet, even this definition fails to successfully give a more comprehensive 
explanation as to what exactly is carried out by a modern port. A more 
comprehensive explanation was given by Lee (1998), who defined a port 
as “A common connecting area linking shipping and inland transport. 
It is also an economical base for development of the hinterland from 
logistics, production, living, information generating and international 
trade perspectives.”  Lee (1998) also categorized ports into seven different 
types: commercial port, fishery port, industrial port, ferry port, refuge port, 
marina and naval harbor, depending on their usage.

Definitions of ports have continued to develop as transformations in 
the transport industry occur. According to the IAPH (1996), a seaport 
should offer a complex as its key function, such as a Distripark,2 rather 
than solely a trans-shipment center. Notteboom (2000, in Van De Voorde et 
al., 2002) incorporated logistics into a new port definition: 
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Figure 4.12  Geographical integration vs. Functional integration

Source: Rodrigue J. P. Comtois C. and Slack B. (2006).
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“A seaport is a logistics and industrial center of outspokenly maritime 

nature that plays an active role in the global transport system and that is 

characterized by a spatial and functional clustering of activities that are 

directly and indirectly involved in ‘seamless’ transportation and information 

processes in production chains.”

Notteboom et al. (2001) also indicates that the gateway position of 
major seaports offers opportunities for the development of value-added 
logistics. 

Robinson, R. (2002) recognized that a port is no longer simply a place 
for cargo exchange, but also an important functional element in dynamic 
logistics chains.

Ports are playing an ever more pivotal role in the development and 
operation of industrial supply chains. Nevertheless, port management has 
historically been reactive to legislative and customer pressures. 

Such a reactive approach has resulted in the creation of ad hoc port-
related companies, including government agencies. Thus, ports may be 
viewed as large-scale complex systems where there is a need to define a 
more holistic perspective of their design and operations. Even so, ports 
continue to be considered as a group of competing units.   

Through the conceptual model, they issued a port as a simple nodal 
point for the cargo shipment progresses into a port of which hinterland 
function is highlighted, and again into a port that combines industrial 
clusters to generate its own cargo volume.

Even if we have an interest in what kind of related industries work at 
port clusters, then we can estimate what kind of industry might be induced 
in the new port and industrial cluster.

Conceptual models of port logistics systems were defined by Moon and 
Lee (1983) and Park (1997). However, these conceptual models contain a 
number of weaknesses. Firstly, voyage support cannot be found in either 
model. Also, it is inappropriate that both the ship and the berth should be 
considered part of the stevedore system, as they have altogether different 
functions. Further, the models only include cargo shared at the port, 
excluding transshipment from sea to land transport. Finally, neither model 
takes cargo flows into account, but only the relationship between each 
subsystem. 

Therefore Roh (2006) suggested a new port logistics system model, as 
shown in Figure 4.13. Roh’s model consists of seven subsystems: Voyage 
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Supporting System, Port Entry System, Stevedoring System, Transit System, 
Storage System, Inland Transport Connection System and Port Information 
System. In this study, the Urban System included in the port logistics system 
was removed since it is beyond the scope of this research. 

This conceptual model has six distinctive characteristics compared to 
the prior research: This model includes not only the relationship between 
each subsystem, but also cargo flows, divided into inbound (import) and 
outbound (export) movements. 

The seven subsystems are related to several industries that work for 
each subsystem and relevant industries, as below.

In the conceptual model, the relevant industries that belong to each 
subsystem stand for the possible activities of the port cluster.

voyage Supporting System-Relevant Industries

The role of the voyage supporting system among the seven subsystems is to 
support and supply goods or services to a ship regardless of port entry. This 
includes such activities as the supply of physical goods or services to a ship 
and the shipbuilding or repairing that belongs to the subsystem category. 
First, if we list the companies that support the voyage of the ship and are 
directly relevant to the port, it would include the Bunkering Service, Cargo 

In bound cargo flow
Out bound cargo flow
Port logistics information flow
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Inland
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Inland
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System

Ocean
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Figure 4.13  Conceptual model of a port logistics system

Source: Roh (2006).
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Lashing Service, Disinfection Service, Hold Cleaning Service, Logistics 
Equipment Repairer, Nautical Chart Distributor, Rubbish Disposal Service, 
Ship Chandler, Ship Repair Shop and Spare Parts Supply. 

Second, the companies that support the voyage of the ship and are 
indirectly relevant to the port are: Chartering Agents, Logistics Equipment 
Lease/Hire, Logistics Equipment Manufacturing, Manning Service, P&I 
Club, Salvage Service, Seaman’s Medical Service, Ship Broker, Ship Building, 
Ship Management, Shipping Agent and Shipping Insurance.

Third, the port users in the stage of the voyage support are Freight 
Forwarder, Ocean Shipping Company and Shipper.

Finally, the public institutions that are involved in port logistics 
activities and also directly or indirectly involved in voyage support are the 
Marine Police, the Maritime Safety Tribunal, and the Navy (See upper left 
of Figure 4.14). 

Port Entry System-Relevant Industries

The role of the port entry system is to support safe and convenient port 
entry of a ship to the port. First, if we list the companies that support 
the port entry of the ship and are directly relevant to the port, they are 
Customs Clearance Service, Launch Boat Service, Line Handling Service, 
Pilot Service, Port and Waterway Management, Port Communication 
Service, Ship Security Service, Shipping Agent and Tug Boat Service.

Second, there are no companies that support port entry indirectly. 
Third, the port users in the stage of the port entry are Freight 

Forwarder, Ocean Shipping Company and Shipper.
Finally, the public institutions involved in port logistics activities and 

either directly or indirectly involved to the port entry are the Customs 
Office, Harbor Fire Station, the Immigration Office, the Ministry Office, the 
Port Authority, the Port State Control Office (PSC), the Quarantine Office 
and the Vessels Traffic Station Office (VTS) (See upper center of Figure 4.14).

Stevedore System-Relevant Industries

The role of the stevedore system is to support safe and speedy cargo 
loading and discharging between a ship and the port. First, the companies 
that support the stevedore directly are the Harbor Labor Union, Measure 
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Service, Shipping Agent, Shipping Cargo Handling Service, Tally Service 
and Terminal Operating Company.

Second, the companies that support the stevedoring and are indirectly 
relevant to the port are Barge Service, Crane-Ship Service, Packing Service, 
Stevedoring Facility/Equipment Lease/Hire and Surveyor Service.

Third, the port users in the stage of the stevedoring are Freight 
Forwarder, Ocean Shipping Company and Shipper.

Finally, the public institutions that are involved in port logistics 
activities and directly or indirectly linked to stevedoring are the Customs 
Office and the Port Authority (See upper right of Figure 4.14).

Transit System Relevant Industries

The role of the transit system is to support safe and speedy transit between 
stevedore and storage (or inland transport). First, the companies that 
support the transit directly are the Harbor Labor Union, Shipping Agent 
and Shipping Cargo Handling Service.

Second, the companies that support the transit and are indirectly 
relevant to the port are Barge Service, Cargo Transportation Labor Union, 
Coastal Shipping, Pipe-Line, Railways Company and Truck Company.

Third, the port users in the transit stage are Freight Forwarder, Ocean 
Shipping Company and Shipper.

Finally, the public institution that is involved in port logistics activities 
and linked directly or indirectly to the transit is the Customs Office (See 
lower left of Figure 4.14).

Storage System-Relevant Industries

The role of the storage system is to support the safe storage of cargo until 
the shippers need them. First, the companies that directly support storage 
are Container Freight Service (CFS), Dangerous Articles Warehouse, Farm 
Warehouse, General Warehouse (including CY - Container Yard), Harbor 
Labor Union, Refrigeration /Freezing Warehouse, Shipping Agent, Shipping 
Cargo Handling Service, Tally Service, Tanker and other warehouses.

Second, the companies that support storage and are indirectly relevant 
to the port are Measure Service, Packing Service and Surveyor Service.

Third, the port users in the storage stage are Freight Forwarder, Ocean 
Shipping Company and Shipper.
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Finally, the public institution that is involved to the port logistics 
activities and linked directly or indirectly involved to the storage is the 
Customs Office (See lower center of Figure 4.14).

Inland Transport Connecting System-Relevant Industries

The role of the inland transport connecting system is to support safe 
and speedy connecting between stevedoring (and transit) and inland 
transportation. First, the companies that directly support the inland 
transport connection are the Harbor Labor Union, Shipping Agent and 
Shipping Cargo Handling Service.

Second, the companies that support the inland transport connection 
indirectly relevant to the port are Barge/Inland Shipping, Pipeline Company, 
Cargo Transportation Labor Union, Van and Individual Trucking, Air and 
Trucking Cargo Handling, Railways Company, General Cargo Trucking, 
Airways Company and Coastal Shipping.

Third, the port users in the inland transport connection stage are 
Freight Forwarder, Ocean Shipping Company, and Shipper.

Finally, no public institutions are involved in inland transport 

Figure 4.14  Port cluster consists of port-relevant industries

Source: Roh (2007).
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connection activities (See lower right of Figure 4.14).

Port Information System

The role of the port information system is to supply correct and speedy 
information to the shipper and the relevant companies. First, no company 
directly supports port information.

Second, the companies that support port information and are indirectly 
relevant to the port are Port Logistics-Relevant Consulting Company, Port 
Logistics IT Company, e-Customs Company and Port-Relevant e-business 
Company.

Third, the port users connected to the port information system not only 
include Freight Forwarder, Ocean Shipping Company and Shipper, but also 
all the companies working in the port.

Finally, the public institutions that are involved in port logistics 
activities and directly or indirectly linked to the port information are port 
logistics-relevant universities and port logistics-relevant research institutes.

Park et al. (2007) said that it is not sufficient to generate added value 
by only constructing port logistics complexes in port hinterland areas. 

Organized cluster or
innovative cluster

Ports as a cargo
handling places

Terminal(port) Industries Terminal depencient
activities(hinterland) Clustering Terminal-clint link Inter-terminal link

Ports supported 
by the port hinterlands
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by intergrated port clusters

Sea Land

Urban system

Urban system

Port information system

Port information system

Port
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system Ship Birth
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system
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transport
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Connection
system

Road

Rail

Ship

Air

Stevedore
system

Sea Land
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Industrial port

Factories
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Materials
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Figure 4.15  Evolution of ports and port hinterlands

Source:  Park. H., Roh H. S., Kang S.G. (2007), “For the Cooperation System between Port of Incheon and 
Pyeongtaek,” Journal of Korean Management Consulting Review, vol. 7 No. 3, pp.27-36.
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They said that to secure the cargo volume of the port, not only are passive 
logistics complexes essential, but also aggressive industrial complexes in the 
port hinterlands.

They called this kind of complex a “Port & Industrial Cluster” (PIC) 
and also proposed a conceptual model for the evolution of ports and port 
hinterlands, combined with Michael Porter’s “Cluster Theory” and the port 
development process (See Figure 4.15).

Regarding the PIC, this study gives suggestions, as below:
As for strategies from a facilities and networks perspective, co-

investment and cross investment in PICs for multimodal transport in 
North East Asia (NEA) is important. Of course, increasing the utilization 
of PICs (seaport or airport) and promoting pan-East Sea multimodal 
transport networks are also crucial. However, it is necessary that gradual 
developments have to be commensurate with industrial and transport 
development tempos rather than rapid development. The participation of 
the DPRK also has to be considered for the future. We also have to do our 
best to cooperatively establish a logistics information database within the 
countries. 

Applying a new technology for intermodal transport is not to be 
ignored. Co-marketing and co-works among those near the port (seaport or 
airport) are necessary to increase intermodal transport demand (Roh called 
this the “united port system”). 

The standardization of logistics facilities, equipment, containers and an 
institutional system (e.g. custom office) in the PIC also has to precede this.

Above all, diplomatic cooperation for the NSR by international 
organizations to discuss passing dues, shipping insurance, jurisdiction 
problems and so on must precede it.

CONCLUSION

As the possibility of the NSR has recently increased, the importance of the 
pan-East Sea economic region has been receiving new attention. 

As with the shipping network on the Mediterranean Sea, which led 
the Renaissance in Europe, the pan-East Sea economic region’s meaning is 
hoped to be reinterpreted as the East Asia Mediterranean. This is because 
the possibility that the region could be a new center has also grown, since 
the feasibility of the NSR’s commercial use has increased. 
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One of the important recent trends in the transport and logistics field is 
the development of intermodalism. Consequently, a regional development 
strategy using the full scale of the NSR effect should be found from an 
intermodalism perspective.

From the intermodalism point of view, passive transport and logistics 
functions just connect each developed area, whereas active transport and 
logistics functions lead to the development of the new area. 

The reason why intermodalism has to be quoted at this point is that 
passive transport and logistics functions are changing to active ones as time 
passes. If a stupendous revolution like the Suez Canal, Panama Canal, or 
the NSR happens, it will accelerate this transition. 

This study proposed a strategy to maximize the NSR effect by the 
development of Port & Industrial Clusters, which could increase the added 
value of the port region.

Of course, the melting of icebergs is not good news for the residents of 
Earth. First we should try our best in various ways to prevent or to delay 
ice melting at the North Pole. However, it is not necessary to leave the new 
open passage if it occurs naturally. From that perspective, it is necessary to 
start to consider how to apply the naturally open new passage of the NSR 
and how to maximize the effect as a new opportunity from now on. 

Notes 

1.  Intermodalism: a system whereby standard-sized cargo containers can be moved 
seamlessly between different “modes” of transport, typically specially adapted 
ships known as containerships, barges, trucks and trains.

2.  A Distripark is a term now used to indicate an integrated center that offers 
numerous facilities and services to companies operating in the field of 
distribution.
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COmmENTARy ON PAPERS IN PART Ⅱ

Thanks to Dr. Lee and Dr. Roh for their hard work and wonderful 
speeches. In Dr. Lee’s paper, “Benefits of the Northern Sea Route to the 
North Pacific,” the possibility of opening the Northern Sea Route (NSR) 
and the shipping distance and time saved by the NSR are evaluated first, 
and then container traffic between related countries is forecasted. The 
author also compares costs between the NSR and Suez route of charter, 
fuel, ship operation, ice-breaking fees and the Suez Canal toll. In addition, 
by making a cost comparison of resources shipping between existing sea 
routes and the NSR, it is found that using the NSR will bring Korea great 
economic benefits and will promote international trade. Finally, further 
study and discussion is proposed.

In Dr. Roh’s paper, “Strategy for Maximization of the Northern Sea 
Route Effects by Formulating Regional Port-Industry Clusters,”  effects of 
opening the NSR are predicted from another viewpoint. Firstly, use of the 
NSR for commercial purposes is believed to be possible within five to 10 
years, and the feasibility of its commercial use is illustrated. It is believed 
that the NSR will become another strategic route after the Suez and 
Panama, and the regional shipping network of East Asia will change with 
the opening of the NSR and thus may contribute to redefining the layout 
of the pan-East Sea economic region. China, Russia, Korea and Japan 
will be stakeholders in this region. Meanwhile, the change of the shipping 
routes will lead to the emergence of new port and industry clusters, which 
will greatly change the regional economic layout. Likewise, the layout of 
the world economy and ocean transportation will be changed along with 
opening of the NSR, which will further enhance the strategic position of 
the Arctic area. The strategic importance of middle earth will be reduced, 
but that of the Arctic area will be strengthened, and thus the center of the 
world will shift to the north. Finally, some regional strategy for maximizing 
the effects of the NSR from a multimodal transport perspective is proposed. 

Opening of the NSR will undoubtedly have an important impact on 
the world economy. I would like to introduce its effects on the economy of 
China and then discuss the possible strategies we may take.

Commentary
bin yang
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OPENING THE NSR IS OF GREAT SIGNIFICANCE 
TO THE DEvELOPmENT OF THE CHINESE 
ECONOmy

The NSR connects East Asia, North America and Western Europe. It is 
reported that the NSR may shorten the distance from north Europe to 
Northeast Asia or the northwest zones of North America by about 40% 
compared to the Panama and Suez canals, if ships depart from any port 
north of 30 degrees north latitude. As we all know, most of the developed 
countries, which contribute 80% of the industrial products and 70% of 
international trade to the world, are in just this area. 

Since China is an important part of the world trade, the opening of the 
NSR will significantly affect the development of the Chinese economy.

Changing the Layout of the Chinese Sea Route

At present, over 90% of China’s international transportation is via eight 
main sea routes: China-Red Sea, China-East Africa, China-West Africa, 
China-Mediterranean Sea, China-West Europe, China-North Europe 
and Baltic Sea, China-North America and China-Middle & South Africa. 
Among these routes, China-North America and China-West Europe, the 
two most important ones, go through the Panama Canal and the Suez 
Canal, respectively. The opening of the NSR gives a new choice to China.

Developing New Resource Sources and Optimizing Resource 
Shipping Routes

China’s oil imports are mainly from the Middle East, Africa, Russia and 
South America. The Arctic is known as “the second Middle East” for its 
rich oil and gas resources, and is much closer to China compared to the 
Middle East, Africa and South America. Therefore, the opening of the NSR 
will change China’s resource import routes and reduce its over dependence 
on the Malacca Strait and the Suez and Panama canals. 

Creating New value for the Shipping Industry 

The NSR may bring great value to China’s international trade by reducing 
the east-west shipping cost. At present, the shipping cost is influenced 
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by such factors as fuel, human resources, insurance, ship depreciation, 
compensation, ship operation and additional fees depending on specific 
routes. It is reported that the cost of the NSR is 11.6% to 27.7% lower 
than that of traditional ocean routes. Generally, shipping fees account for 
about 10% of the total international trade in China, and it is predicted 
that the total shipping fees of traditional routes will be USD 460 billion in 
2020. With the opening of the NSR, China may save USD 53.3 billion to 
USD 127.4 billion.

Affecting the Layout of China’s Coastal Economy

The opening of the NSR will definitely promote the development of the 
economy. New cities, new ports and port-centered industrial clusters such 
as shipping, shipbuilding, port construction, warehousing & transport 
service, marine information service and other related industries may emerge 
along the route. The NSR will significantly affect the layout of China’s 
coastal economy, including large-scale manufacturing industries, especially 
for the northern cities. 

CHINA’S STRATEGIES FOR USING THE NSR 

The NSR is not only a great opportunity but also a great challenge for 
China. China is beginning to study strategies for using the NSR.

1)  Strengthening research of hydrology, meteorology, and sea ice of the 
NSR. China has begun to establish long-term meteorological and 
oceanographic observation stations in important straits and areas 
along the NSR and to take advantage of real-time remote sensing 
photos for comparative analysis. The study of sea ice change on the 
NSR may provide technical support to shipping vessels in the future.

2)  Increasing investment in building special ice-breaking vessels and 
anti-ice cargo ships. To solve the issue of sea ice in the NSR, China is 
increasing investment to build ice-breaking vessels.

3)  Encouraging shipping experiments with anti-ice cargo ships. China is 
taking actions to encourage shipping enterprises to dispatch anti-ice 
cargo ships to navigate in the NSR in the summer.

4)  Taking the effects of the NSR into consideration when establishing 
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a coastal economic plan. China relates the NSR incentive with long-
term shipping, ports and logistics strategies, and also regards the 
NSR as a positive factor for the northeast industrial base.

5)  Promoting cooperation with relevant nations and international 
organizations. China is enhancing cooperation with the IMO and 
relevant countries in aspects of infrastructure construction, and so 
on.

6)  Strengthening strategic research on an Arctic shipping center and 
improving China’s layout of shipping centers.

POSSIbLE ISSUES

There still exist many problems that should be addressed and studied for 
the NSR.

Lack of Comprehensive Shipping management System

The NSR is a difficult but emerging sea route with a marine environment 
that is challenging to predict, extreme weather and complex sea ice 
conditions. A shipping management system with functions of weather 
and sea information collection, waterway status report, port construction 
cooperation, land-based support, environmental protection, etc., is needed 
to support the shipping operation.

Lack of Proper Ships

Due to the low temperatures, complex sea ice conditions, and storms in the 
Arctic area, general cargo ships are not suitable for navigation in the NSR. 
So we need to develop proper ships.

Lack of Unified Politics, Policies and Laws 

The NSR goes through many countries, including Canada, Russia 
and others. Because of the environmental protection threshold set by 
corresponding countries, use of the NSR needs multilateral and diplomatic 
cooperation among many countries. An international cooperation 
framework is needed.
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Lack of a Reasonable, Scientific System to Evaluate the Economic 
benefits of the NSR

When evaluating the economic benefits of the NSR, not only should the 
distance and time saved be considered, but also some other costs, such as 
channel tolls, ship maintenance, rent of ice-breaking vessels, insurance for 
environmental pollution and so on. A scientific and reasonable evaluation 
system should be established for shipping companies’ reference.

Lack of Comprehensive Information Database for the NSR

The NSR is related to the world’s warming climate. Although many countries 
have investigated the NSR, information is limited. If an international 
cooperation framework is set up, a comprehensive information database on 
the NSR will be possible, and will benefit Arctic and non-Arctic countries 
with interests in the region.

Lack of Understanding of Environmental Pollution of the NSR

The northern polar region has potential wealth for the whole world. 
When the NSR is opened, this area has the potential of being polluted by 
maritime operations. Scientific and reasonable evaluation of the pollution 
will be helpful for us to make corresponding laws and regulations.

CONCLUDING REmARKS

As a representative of the Logistics Research Center, Shanghai Maritime 
University, it’s my honor to make comments on Dr. Lee’s and Dr. Roh’s 
speeches at this conference. I am very grateful to the organizers: EWC, KMI 
and KOTI. Through this conference platform, representatives from different 
countries may exchange ideas and have a better understanding of the NSR 
from economic, trade, and political standpoints.

The Logistics Research Center of Shanghai Maritime University 
specializes in shipping and logistics research, postgraduate and doctoral 
student education and cooperation with industries, government, universities 
and research institutes. Our team consists of about 150 researchers, doctoral 
and postgraduate students. Our Logistics Research Center emphasizes 
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international cooperation. We would like to be your Chinese partner in 
international research projects.
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INTRODUCTION

We, Japanese shipping companies, have a strong interest in the Northern 
Sea Route (NSR) and the development of resources in the Arctic zone. For 
example:

1)  Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha Ltd. (K Line) has already chartered out to 
two LNG carriers to Statoil for the Snohvit LNG project on the 
Barents Sea.

2)  An ice-class handy bulker, the M/V “Sanko Odyssey” of Sanko 
Steamship, which is under time charter out to Nordic Bulk 
CarriersA/S,1 a Danish charterer, will pass through the NSR this 
autumn. 

N.Y.K. Line is also interested in the Arctic Ocean and the offshore 
development of resources. N.Y.K Subsidiaries has managed and operated 

Commentary
Hiroyuki Goda
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one deep-sea drilling vessel and one oceanographic research vessel.2 The 
drilling vessel is the “Chikyu,” and the research vessel is the “Mirai.” The 
Mirai was the former nuclear ship “Mutsu,” whose reactor was removed in 
1995. The Mirai has visited and done research in the Arctic Ocean several 
times.

I would like to comment on seven points for Dr. Sung-Woo Lee’s report, 
and on point for Dr. Hong-Seung Roh’s report. Each detail is described as 
follows.

LOGISTICS CONTROL 

At present, cargo vessels can sail in the Arctic Ocean without the support of 
an icebreaker only during some parts of the summer and in some parts of the 
NSR. However, it is very difficult to predict with adequate confidence when 
(what month, what day of the month) summer starts in the Arctic. Therefore, 
Japanese shippers that might wish to use the NSR, for example auto 
manufacturers, will have a difficult time to predictably supply key parts to 
overseas assembly plants. It is not suitable to transport some types of cargo 
by way of the Arctic Ocean. These are the key components of their products, 
which are under complex logistics control, based on the long production plan 
of the manufacturer: for example, auto parts and tires, which have about a 5% 
share of the east-bound Asian-European container trade.

EXTREmELy LOW TEmPERATURES

It is not suitable to transport precision instruments and precision machinery 
via the NSR. Precision instruments have about a 5% share of the eastbound 
Asia–Europe container trade.

 Some sophisticated precision instruments will break in the extremely 
low-temperature environment.3 A certain Japanese shipper has also suffered 
cases of cargo damage during transition by the Trans-Siberian Railway. The 
Monohakobi Technology Institute (M.T.I.), which is a 100% subsidiary 
think-tank for logistics technology, confirmed the possibility of cargo 
damage in such a severe environment by research.
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ASSUmPTION OF CALCULATIONS

Dr. Lee assumed heavy fuel (380 cst) would be used on the NSR, according 
to page 20 of his PowerPoint sheet. We think that shipping lines will be 
required to use marine gas oil in order to avoid exhaust sulfur emissions in 
the Arctic Ocean in the near future, because we think that the Arctic Ocean 
will become a Special Emissions Control Area (SECA) of the IMO treaty. 
That is to say, “Marpol 73/78 Annex IV” will be amended.

 And we should pay attention to the coming new regulations for 
navigation on the seaways of the NSR that the Russian government has 
delayed in releasing. The fees for icebreaking service and for pilotage may 
be changed according to the new regulation. Anyway, we do not know the 
actual future operation costs.

SHALE GAS REvOLUTION

On the Barents Sea, some commercial gas production projects have already 
started. 

At present, the shale gas revolution is on the move, above all, in the 
United States.4 We expect exports of shale gas LNG from Australia, the 
Canadian Pacific Coast, and the U.S. Gulf rather than traditional exports 
of LNG from the Arctic zone. We also expect the price of shale LNG will 
be more competitive than the price of the traditional LNG. Therefore, we 
doubt whether we can expect an increase of LNG exports from the Arctic 
area.

COmPETITION bETWEEN ALL-WATER ROUTE 
AND INTERmODAL TRANSPORTATION

Intermodal transportation has been commercially established in both the 
Asia-U.S. East Coast container trade and the Asia-Europe container trade. 
Generally speaking, the lead times of intermodal transportation are shorter 
than those of all-water routes.

On one hand, shippers have already elected to use the transcontinental 
railway to reduce GHG emissions on the Asia-Europe route, because the 
Trans-Siberian Railway (TSR) has already been electrified. But international 
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container transportation on the TSR is not given first priority. On the other 
hand, transcontinental railways in North America have not been electrified 
yet, although the container traffic volume is much larger than on the TSR.

I think we should keep in mind the possibility of electrifying 
transcontinental railways in North America and enhancing the capacity of 
the TSR.

OIL POLLUTION RISKS

Mega-containerships usually carry about 5,000 metric tons of heavy fuel 
oil. If a vessel’s fuel oil tank should collide with an iceberg, fuel oil may 
spill into the sea. We think the risk of oil pollution liability in the Arctic Sea 
will be enormous.5 We have little knowledge of how to skim spilled oil off 
an icy sea, and we do not understand the ecosystem in the Arctic area fully 
yet. The Arctic is one of the human heritages.

NUCLEAR CONTAINERSHIPS

If we can use nuclear ships that have an icebreaking capability, we would 
not need support from Russian icebreakers. Such a nuclear ship could 
navigate with adequate speed without CO2 emissions. Although there was 
minor leakage of radiation from the Mutsuin September 1971 due to a 
small design error in its shield rings, the technology of nuclear ships has 
been established.6 

According to a study by Professor Tetsuo Yuhara of the University 
of Tokyo, and research adviser Dr. Toshihisa Ishida of the Japan Atomic 
Energy Agency (JAEA), if the price of crude oil exceeds USD 100 per barrel, 
nuclear containerships may become more economical than conventional 
ones, even taking into consideration the disposal cost of nuclear waste.7 

Although Japanese shipping lines are not likely to design and build 
such an Arctic-capable nuclear ship, as such is not societally acceptable in 
Japan,8 Japanese shipping companies still have the opportunity to charter 
them from foreign shipping lines.
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IDEAL JAPANESE GATEWAy PORT ON THE SEA OF 
JAPAN SIDE

Recently, most container ships that sail to North America from Asia do 
not call at Japanese ports because there is little cargo volume from Japan. 
Such containerships sail to North America via the “Sea of Japan.”9 Such 
operations are reasonable, taking into consideration the time value for 
Asian shippers. “Asian shippers” include Japanese affiliate companies in 
Asia.10 Therefore, if Japan needs its own gateway port, I think there is good 
reason that such a port will be located on the Sea of Japan side in order to 
minimize total transit time from Asia to North America.11

On the one hand, cargo exported from Japan is the so-called key parts. 
They are produced at the Chukyo Industrial Zone, which is the largest 
industrial zone in Japan.12 Its center is Nagoya.

Table C.1  Shipment of manufacturing industry in Japan 2010

zone main City mill. yen Share

Keihin Tokyo,Kawasaki,Yokohama 30,084,948 8.9%

Cyukyo Nagoya 58,399,424 17.3%

Hanshin Osaka,Kobe 34,997,948 10.4%

Kita-Kyushu Kita-Kyushu,Fukuoka 8,651,422 2.6%

Keiyo Chiba 15,508,036 4.6%

Tokai Shizuoka,Hamamatsu 19,302,258 5.7%

Setouchi Hiroshima,Okayama 26,286,195 7.8%

Reference

Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima (total) 12,115,060 3.6%

Above 3 prefectures suffered from Earthquake

Japan Grand Total 337,863,997 100.0%

Sourse:  METI, 2011, March, 1st. “Wagakuni no Kougyo” (in Japanese).  
http://www.meti.go.jp/ststistics/tyo/kougyo/wagakuni/2011.html

On the other hand, the final destinations of most of the cargo imported 
by Japan are to three major metropolitan areas: Tokyo, Osaka, and 
Nagoya. Therefore, the ideal Japanese gateway port should be able to cover 
major metropolitan areas and major industrial zones, at least Nagoya.
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Table C.2  Japanese population (2011, estimate)

zone Thousand Share major Cities

Shutoken (Captial) 41,322 32.4% Tokyo, Yokohama

Chukyo 11,380 8.9% Nagoya

Kinki (Kansai) 18,405 14.4% Osaka, Kobe, Kyoto

Japan Grand Total 127,510 100.0%

Reference

Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima 5,716 4.5% Sendai

Source: Statistic Bureau, Ministry for internal affairs and Communication.

Dr. Hong-Seung Roh explains that Niigata, Toyama, and Kanazawa 
are linked to Busan, which is a North-East Asian regional hub, in his paper. 
This is right at present, but we think Tsuruga (Fukui Prefecture) has the 
potential to become the gateway of Japan, and is located on the Sea of 
Japan side, even if the Arctic sea ice does not melt. It takes only two hours 
to go from Tsuruga to Nagoya and Osaka via expressway,13 and Tsuruga is 
the nearest Japanese port to North Korea.

It is reasonable to develop the gateway port for Japan on the Sea of 
Japan side even if the NSR does not open in the near future. 

CONCLUSION

Indeed, the NSR may open in the near future, but we do not think this 
route is more economical or useful at the present, because there are 
important environmental factors that we believe must be addressed, for 
example, the oil pollution risk and sulfur emissions reduction, both of 
which will increase operation costs.

We do not yet know the levels and details of new Russian navigation 
regulations regarding the use of seaways along the NSR. So, we cannot 
now estimate real future operational costs.

If we do introduce nuclear cargo vessels with ice-breaking capacity that 
can use the NSR, we see many hurdles to address. 

It is reasonable to construct a gateway port for Japan on the Sea of 
Japan side even if the NSR does not open in the near future. 
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Notes 

1.  http://www.nordicbulkcarriers.com/images/Media/Filer/nsr2011_presslease.pdf

2.  Of course, N.Y.K. has interest in offshore business not only on the Arctic Sea, but 
also in other waters (for example, off Brazil).

3.   “Open water through the Pole – shipping across the top of the world,” Fairplay, 
2002. Jan. 24, p.19. Franklyn Griffiths,“New Illusions of a North Passage,” (edited 
by Myron H. Nordquist et al. in “International Energy Policy, The Arctic and the 
Law of the Sea” (MartiusNijhoff Publishers (Leiden) 2005)).

4.   Michiko Ichihara, “Shale Gas Revolution in North America,” (presentation 
at JOGMEC briefing onApril16, 2009.) http://oilgas-info.jogmec.go.jp/
pdf/2/2795/0904_b03_ichihara_shalegas.pdf in Japanese).

5.  In general, the quantity of oil spills from normal ship operation in total is much 
larger than from accidents (for example, collisions with icebergs or another ship, 
going aground, etc.).

6.  Some nations may think that the navigation of foreign nuclear ships in their 
territorial waters is not an innocent passage, but, at least, I think Russia and the 
U.S. will not think so, because they already operate nuclear ships and submarines.

7.  Dr. Ishida e tal., “Feasibility of nuclear ships in anera whenthe oil price is USD 
100 per Barrel” (in Japanese)- Proceedings of the annual meeting of the “Atomic 
Energy Society for Japan” 2008 (on Mar 26, 2008 at the University of Osaka). 
This feasibility study was carried out for Asia–North America container trade. 

7.  The latest feasibility study for nuclear ships is by Shunichiro Namikawa (DNV) 
and Peter Nyegaard Hoffman (DNV): “Nuclear powered ships – Findings from 
Feasibility Study,”in the proceedings of the spring conference of the Japan Society 
of Naval Architects and Ocean Engineering, Organized Session 6, on May 19, 
2011 in Fukuoka (http://www.dnv.jp/binaries/2011S-OS6-2_tcm164-460858.
pdf).

8.  http://www.toyokeizai.net/business/strategy/detail/AC/ec727a53d0969193e99a38
59a78bf788/page/2/

7.   But if they construct nuclear ships with a Japanese flag in a Japanese shipyard, 
there are many hurdles to clear. For example, in the eyes of the law, Rinji 
Senpaku Kenzo Chosei Ho (Act on Temporary Adjustment Shipbuilding) Law 
No.149 of 1953, requests that the shipbuilder obtain permission to construct 
any ships in Japan from the minister of the MLIT. And Kaku Genryo Busshitsu, 
Kaku Nenryou Busshitsu, oyobi Genshiro no Kiseinikansuru Ho (The Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation Law) Law No.166 of 1957, requests that ship owners obtain 
permission to install a reactor after determination of the mother port. I think it 
will take a long time to obtain approval from local authorities, proposed for the 
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mother port of nuclear ships.

7.   But Japanese shipping companies have some options:

7.   1. Charter nuclear ships (non-Japanese flag) constructed at anon-Japanese yard, 
from non-Japanese ship owners (including foreign subsidiaries of Japanese 
shipping lines.) 

7.   2. Install reactors made by foreign (for example Russian) engine manufacturers 
to ship hulls at yards outside Japan, and cascade cross trade.    

9.   Many Korean people call this sea the “East Sea.” I think we should not think 
of this sea as Asian-Mediterranean, which Dr. Hong Seung Roh, of the Korea 
Transport Institute, has proposed. 

10.   Dr. Hiromichi  Akimoto (anassociate professor at the University of Tokyo) made 
a presentation in the symposium “The tomorrow of East Asia Logistics” on July 
8, 2011 at the University of Tokyo. (In Japanese)

11.   Indeed, Kobe used to be a regional hub portinNorth-East Asia. Most Japanese 
believe the decline of Kobe was due to the earthquake in 1995. I disagree. I 
think the reason for the “dethroning” of Kobe was the transfer of Japanese 
manufacturers’ plants to other Asian countries, that is to say, the shift of export 
cargo source. The year 1995 was the eve of the mainland Chinese take off. 
Although the Japanese central government and Kobe local authority tried to 
compete with Busan Port by way of fee reductions, all these attempts were in 
vain. It is not that ports invite vessels, but freights invite vessels.

12.   Toyota Motor Corporation has 12 plants in the Chukyo Industrial Zone.

13.   Tsuruga Port will be able to cover both Osaka and Nagoya. If Japan needs to 
have another gateway port for Tokyo on the side of the Sea of Japan, I think the 
candidate will be Niigata. 

A TAKE-OFF yEAR IN 2011?

The change in global climate patterns, hinting at a warming of global 
temperatures, is offering new opportunities for international transportation. 
The thawing of the ice in the Arctic region brings about a whole new aspect 

Commentary
Joshua Ho
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to commercial shipping. It is said that the use of these Arctic routes will 
shave a significant distance off the Far East to Europe trade route, by as 
much as 40 percent compared to transit via the Suez Canal. Some estimates 
have put the financial savings associated with using this shorter route at 
about USD 600,000 per vessel. In addition, these routes could provide a 
means to transport natural resources, such as oil and gas extracted from 
the Arctic.

There are three main Arctic routes, namely the Northern Sea Route 
(NSR), the Northwest Passage (NWP) and the Central Arctic Ocean Route. 
This commentary, however, will focus only on the NSR. The NSR is a 
shipping route between the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. It crosses the five 
Arctic seas: the Barents Sea, the Kara Sea, the Laptev Sea, the East Siberian 
Sea and the Chukuchi Sea, measuring a distance of 2,100 to 2,900 nautical 
miles along Russia’s northern border from Murmansk to Profideniya. The 
NSR could be used as an alternative shipping route between the North 
Pacific, Northeast Asia and Northern Europe. The Central Arctic Ocean 
Route, also known as the transpolar route, is a shipping lane that cuts 
entirely across the North Pole from the Greenland Sea to the Chukuchi Sea.

The year 2009 was labeled as a test year for vessels sailing from Europe 
to Asia and vice versa via the NSR. The following year, 2010, was marked 
as a breakthrough year because so many different shipping interests were 
involved. Moreover, Russia and foreign shipping companies are coming 
to an agreement on using the NSR. As an example, during 2010, eight 
vessels of various specifications sailed through the NSR throughout the 
summer and autumn. Because of the increased activity in 2010, there is an 
expectation of an increase in voyages along the NSR in 2011. Rosatomflot 
(Главная–Атомфлот),  the operator of Russia’s nuclear-powered icebreakers, 
already has plans to escort up to 15 vessels of various types in 2011. 
Growing public interest in the NSR has paved the way for the northern sea 
ports to profile themselves as potential hubs for the future. Arrangements 
for Kirkenes in Norway, Murmansk in Russia and Petropavlovsk at 
Kamchatka in Russia’s Far East to become hub ports for the NSR are 
already on the way. The growing interest has led some observers to regard 
2011 as the take-off year for commercial shipping along the NSR.

If shipping along the NSR takes off, it may have an adverse impact on 
existing regional hub ports such as Singapore, which may no longer be a 
nexus of east-west shipping. Despite the threats that could be presented to a 
regional hub port such as Singapore, there are also opportunities that could 
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be capitalized upon.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR NEW bUILDS

First, there are opportunities for new builds. With the opening of the 
Arctic routes and the Arctic in general for oil exploration, there would 
be an increasing need for new builds of offshore rigs, special-purpose 
offshore facilities and vessels that can withstand the cold and harsh Arctic 
environment. Shipbuilders that have already attained world-class standards 
are in a position to capitalize on this new market. Singapore shipbuilders 
such as Keppel Offshore and Marine Ltd (Keppel O&M) have already 
signed an agreement with LUKOIL to cooperate in new builds, and in 2009 
delivered two ice breakers, two ice-class anchor handling tug supply vessels, 
two ice-class rescue vessels and an ice-class floating storage and offloading 
vessel that were built according to the standards and rules of the Russian 
Maritime Register of Shipping (RMRS). More shipbuilders can start to 
capitalize on this opportunity, as Russia has released plans to build a total 
of 40 ice-resistant oil platforms, 14 offshore gas terminals, 55 ice-resistant 
tankers and storage tankers and 20 gas carriers in the future.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESEARCH AND 
DEvELOPmENT IN SHIP TECHNOLOGy

Second, there are opportunities for research and development in ship 
technology. As the Arctic environment is relatively clean at the moment, 
it is very susceptible to marine pollution. In order to protect the marine 
environment, it is likely that stringent marine environmental regulations 
will be imposed on ships that transit the waterway. It is also possible that 
the Arctic Ocean will be designated a Special Emission Control Area (SECA) 
by the International Maritime Organization (IMO). The environmental 
regulations imposed will translate to the requirement for cleaner ships that 
have low carbon emissions and are more energy efficient. Some research 
and development that could be undertaken include improvements in hull 
design to reduce underwater resistance, special coatings to reduce fuel use, 
and the development of new ship engine technologies fueled by LNG and 
hydrogen. There is also a need for stronger and more powerful vessels to 
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transit the Arctic as well as to extract natural resources that lie beneath 
the Arctic basin, which lends itself to further research and development. 
Examples of such ships would include double-acting ships where the 
vessel is able to use both her stern and bow interchangeably during 
navigation through different ice conditions. Another example would be the 
development of oblique icebreakers with azimuth propulsion that could 
rotate and break ice sideways. 

 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR PORT DEvELOPmENT

Last, there are opportunities in port development. With the opening of 
the NSR there would be an increasing need for ports to service ships that 
ply the route. Currently, there are no well-furnished ports along the entire 
Siberian coast, as the current facilities are just berths for fishing vessels with 
no shore-based cranes, other infrastructure or anchorages. If Russia has 
plans to develop hub ports, then they would need to start planning now 
since the success of a container port depends on the supply and demand of 
the product, the number of calling ports along the way, port infrastructure, 
efficiency in handling containers and the logistics system in place. It might 
take another five to 10 years before a port can be operationalized. PSA 
International is one of the leading global port groups, with investments in 
28 port projects in 16 countries across Asia, Europe and America. With its 
extensive experience in port development, PSA International is well placed 
to develop ports along the NSR in cooperation with a partner in Russia or 
to offer consultancy services in port development.

CAPITALIzING ON OPPORTUNITIES

The phenomenon of the opening up of the Arctic sea routes, in particular the 
NSR, could have an adverse impact on Singapore as a hub port. However, it 
also presents opportunities for new shipbuilding and research and development 
into ship technology, as well as opening up possible port development 
opportunities. Firms operating in these areas should quickly capitalize on the 
new opportunities that present themselves since the Arctic routes might open 
earlier than expected due to the current accelerated rates of warming. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent decades, we have gradually witnessed a profound (perhaps also 
depressing) transformation in the Arctic region due to climate change, 
notably the accelerating melting of glaciers and sea ice, and technological 
innovation (such as nuclear-powered icebreakers), and thus its impacts 
on the global environment and indigenous population. Perhaps a silver 
lining for such transformation, however, is that it initiates the idea that 
some areas, such as the Arctic, which were initially covered by solid sea 
ice throughout the summer, would melt and, in turn, become realistically 
navigable. This would potentially trigger another wave of revolution in the 
general outlook of the global shipping industry due to the fact that major 
economic powerhouses (such as East Asia, Europe and North America) 
would become much more proximate to each other, at least in geographical 
terms, with ships navigating through the so-called Northern Sea Route 
(NSR), when compared to conventional transcontinental shipping routes, 
notably the Far East-Europe route via the Suez Canal and the trans-Pacific 
route (through inland connections via ports along the western coast) 
destined towards the eastern coast of North America.

Nevertheless, whether such an innovative idea is realistically feasible, 
or to what extent it is feasible under the current development trend, is still 
under intense debate and discussion. Simultaneously, one should not forget 
that the recent development of the Arctic would not only have economic, 
but also environmental, social and political impacts. So far, although some 
works on the topic have taken place, e.g. Xu et al. (2011), Lee (2011), Roh 
(2011), etc., they mainly focused on the economic cost-savings of using the 
NSR compared to existing global shipping networks, while other aspects 
related to the NSR are still rather scarce. The real potential of the NSR is 
still a mystery.

Recognizing such a deficiency, in August 2011, the International 
Conference on Opening the NSR and Dynamic Changes in North Pacific 
Logistics and Resource Security (hereafter called “the conference”) 
organized by the East-West Center (EWC), Korean Maritime Institute (KMI) 
and the Korean Transport Institute (KOTI), took place in Honolulu in 
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the United States. Its aim was to discuss and investigate the opportunities 
and challenges posed by recent developments in the Arctic region and the 
NSR, of which it focused on four themes: (i) the impact of climate change 
on Arctic ice melting, environmental fragility, Arctic marine shipping, 
and untapped natural resources; (ii) the North Pacific’s economic benefits 
from opening the NSR and transformation of the regional port system; 
(iii) the strategic importance of Russian Arctic oil and gas to North Pacific 
energy security; and (iv) the promotion of North Pacific cooperation on the 
governance of Arctic maritime shipping and energy resource development 
(EWC, KMI and KOTI, 2011). 

As an international scholar in transportation, logistics and supply 
chains, I was invited to this exciting conference as a lead discussant, and 
was thus offered the opportunity to share my personal views on this topic, 
especially theme (ii). Hence, based on the sessions and presentations of the 
conference, as well as my own research background and understanding 
on the topic,1 the objective of this article is to provide some constructive 
views and comments on the opening of the NSR as an alternative to the 
conventional transcontinental shipping routes. In this article, I focus 
on the opportunities and challenges of the opening of the NSR and 
intensified shipping activities within the Arctic region. I will focus on 
three main aspects: (i) physical, economic and geopolitical restrictions; (ii) 
environmental concerns; and (iii) equality and regional development. In the 
concluding remarks, I also provide some constructive suggestions for this 
increasingly important issue, and call for the establishment of a “sustainable 
NSR” as the way forward for further development and research. I wish that 
my inputs can provide useful insight, and a decent platform, for further 
research on this important, but also exciting, topic that would pose a 
substantial impact on future well-being in this globalizing world. 

PHySICAL, ECONOmIC AND GEOPOLITICAL 
RESTRICTIONS

Although there are few doubts that substantial cost savings can be 
potentially achieved by using the NSR, as indicated in the two papers 
presented during Session II of the conference (cf. Lee, 2011; Roh, 2011), 
it seems that the opening of the NSR is likely to be a gradual process. In 
the foreseeable future, say, one to two decades, the NSR is still unlikely to 
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be fully navigable 12 months per year. At the same time, it is likely to be 
a route with no shortage of chokepoints, e.g., the Bering Strait, Russia’s 
northern coastline, etc., especially given that many of the navigable routes 
are located, at least in the short and medium terms, along the coastal 
areas rather than the open sea. Also, there are other risks (and thus extra 
costs) that can compromise the economic benefits of the NSR, for instance, 
icebergs leading to higher hazard levels (which may significantly boost 
marine insurance premiums), the need to reduce vessel speed, the inability 
of deploying mega-sized containerships, and the reduction in service 
frequency and reliability, to name but a few. 

Of course, apart from physical constraints, we need to recognize the 
fact that substantial geopolitical issues within the Arctic region have yet to 
be fully resolved. Russia and Canada persistently have diversified opinions 
with other states that are interested in the Arctic region, notably the United 
States, on whether ships sailing across the NSR are crossing international 
or internal waters (so-called “innocent passages”), given that the most 
navigable channels are likely to be located along the coastal areas rather 
than the open sea, as stated earlier. Although such issues of sovereignty and 
legality are sometimes temporarily shelved by practical needs (and means), 
given the expected increasingly strategic importance of these channels in the 
foreseeable future, in my opinion, more efforts are required to resolve these 
potential conflicts more comprehensively. Indeed, before such geopolitical 
issues can be fully resolved, and together with the physical constraints as 
stated earlier, it seems certain that the economic potentials of the NSR as a 
realistic alternative will not be fully achieved at least until another two to 
three decades. With such an understanding, a step-by-step approach in the 
planning of the NSR seems necessary. 

ENvIRONmENTAL CONCERNS

Apart from economic benefits, we should pay attention to the potential 
environmental impacts of the use of the NSR on the Arctic and surrounding 
region. As highlighted by Byers (2011) during the conference, intensified 
shipping activities can further accelerate the already rapid melting of ice 
within the region. In turn, this would disrupt the Arctic Ocean’s maritime 
climate and affect the navigation condition of the NSR. His view is 
supported by the work of Ng and Song (2010), of which they note that 
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most of the environmental impacts posed by shipping activities nowadays 
are not due to explicit accidents, which often led to substantial media 
exposure (like accidental, large-scale oil spills), but by routine shipping 
operations. This was especially true since the late 1990s, when higher 
navigation safety standards were imposed, thus leading to a vast reduction 
in the number of explicit, large-scale shipping-related accidents. 

With such an understanding, it is not difficult to perceive that there 
will potentially be a lot of additional negative externalities posed to the 
surrounding regions due to intensified maritime activities. In this case, who 
should, and would, pay for the environmental costs? This would further 
intensify the issue related to international waters and innocent passage, 
as mentioned earlier. Also, are the current international and national legal 
frameworks (such as UNCLOS and MARPOL) adequate in addressing 
this new issue? So far, they seem inadequate, with only Article 234 of 
UNCLOS providing some guidance for the future development of large-
scale, international maritime traffic in the Arctic Ocean. Needless to say, we 
also need to ask ourselves an ethical question about whether such activities 
should be encouraged, which would be a near certainty in accelerating 
the pace of melting of Arctic ice, and thus likely to pose further (negative) 
externalities not only to surrounding regions but also to other parts of 
the world (such as rising sea levels and endangered coastal cities and 
infrastructures). 

EQUALITy AND REGIONAL DEvELOPmENT

The impacts of intensified shipping activities along the NSR on the traditional 
lifestyle of the indigenous population, especially Russian and Canadian, 
are beyond any doubt, and this has been discussed in detail in other articles 
within the conference proceedings. Nevertheless, I would like to mention 
a point here that often seems to be overlooked, i.e., regional development. 
First, provided that we admit that climate change, and thus the melting of 
the Arctic ice, is irreversible, this implies that the traditional lifestyle of the 
indigenous population will certainly undergo changes, whether voluntary or 
not. Recognizing such change, we must consider a critical question – to what 
extent can these people also share the benefits from such transformation, 
and not to be “edged out” or “marginalized” due to the evolution of global 
activities (and globalization)? No matter what, shipping via the NSR needs 
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Figure C.1  A conceptual route map by CentrePort Canada connecting Canada with 
Russia, China and India via the NSR and Trans-Siberian Railway 

Source: CentrePort Canada, 2013.
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to be supported by coastal infrastructure such as ports, as well as efforts and 
knowledge in ensuring the well-being of these shipping routes (especially 
in view of the existence of chokepoints). As noted by Xu, et al. (2011), 
ports and other supportive coastal infrastructures along the NSR coastlines 
are extremely sparse and of poor quality, while professional knowledge 
in the construction, maintenance and operation of such facilities is also in 
serious shortage. This implies the urgent need for all Arctic states, and other 
interested parties, to collaborate and try to get the indigenous population 
involved. Indeed, in my opinion, intensified activities along the NSR imply 
that an initially “peripheral” region would become a more “core” region, 
and such a process should not result in further marginalization of the local 
population. In other words, how can we create more positive externalities 
posed by intensified shipping activities via the NSR? Indeed, it is a matter of 
how we should adapt to the impacts posed by climate change.2 

There is also another aspect in regional development, namely transport, 
logistics and competition between transport modes. How, and in what ways, 
is the NSR going to affect the roles of ports, logistics and supply chains? 
Moreover, the use of the NSR implies sharing and competition between 
different shipping routes, and this is likely to have direct implications on 
inter-port competition. For instance, how will relationships be affected, 
especially among the major ports in East Asia and Europe? Indeed, do we 
need transshipment (and the deployment of mega-sized containerships) 
anymore, given that a substantial share of shipping demands might be 
diverted from the Suez Canal and trans-Pacific routes to the NSR, provided 
that the challenges stated earlier can be fully or largely resolved? In a 
nutshell, there is a critical question that has yet to be answered satisfactorily, 
i.e., what will be the relationship between the north (NSR) and south (Suez 
Canal/trans-Pacific) routes? Will they be competing, or will future demand 
grow to an extent that the “cake” will be so large that these shipping routes 
will be complementary with each other? This question is likely to be further 
complicated with the possible reintroduction of the “Eurasian Land Bridge,” 
where a land connection between East Asia and Europe via rail (notably the 
Trans-Siberian Railway) might become realistically feasible in the foreseeable 
future (Hilletofth et al., 2007), provided that existing obstacles – physical, 
bureaucratic and economic – could be overcome. Indeed, such a development 
might not necessarily be negative, and optimistically, it might even encourage 
the evolution of a true “northern” transportation chain through the effective 
connection between the NSR and the Eurasian Land Bridge. Such an idea 
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has been conceptualized by CentrePort Canada, one of the major inland 
terminals in Winnipeg, Manitoba and Canada (and possibly North America 
in the foreseeable future) connecting inland Canada with Russia and other 
parts of Asia (Figure C.1). 

CONCLUDING REmARKS: THE ESTAbLISHmENT 
OF A “SUSTAINAbLE NSR”

In conclusion, I genuinely believe that the NSR has huge potentials, and 
indeed is a silver lining for the otherwise irreversible trend of climate 
change and accelerating melting ice within the Arctic region. However, there 
are still so many issues yet to be resolved, but this also leaves us many gaps 
for further research on this important, and exciting, topic. In my opinion, 
the dilemma is that while we should grab this opportunity with both hands 
and maximize the economic benefits provided by such transformation, we 
also need to ensure that such a process will not significantly worsen the 
environmental and social conditions of the Arctic and the surrounding 
region. In summary, how to establish a “sustainable NSR” will be the most 
critical point to be addressed. As an active participant of the conference, 
I genuinely hope that my views will provide useful insight, and a decent 
platform, for further development and research on this highly important, 
but also very exciting, topic that will pose substantial implications for the 
future well-being of this globalizing world. 
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Notes 

1.  During the time between the conference and the publication of this article, I had 
taken up a new faculty position in the University of Manitoba in Canada. By doing 
so, I was given even more exposure to this issue, given that the Canadian and 
Manitoban government had generally strong interests in developing the NSR. Hence, 
some of the views of this article were based on my own first-hand observation and 
discussion with relevant scholars and practitioners since moving here. 

2.  For further theoretical discussions on climate change and adaptation, see Ng et 
al. (2013).
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INTRODUCTION

The principal commercial maritime routes have changed very little since 
the beginning of the 20th century. Intercontinental exchanges, notably of 
maritime shipping containers, have intensified (Notteboom and Rodrigue, 
2008a) along traditional, fixed routes long ago determined for geographical 
and commercial reasons. Maritime routes have changed little since the 
Suez and Panama canals were opened in 1869 and 1914, respectively. Four 
decades of uninterrupted growth in container traffic, however, has provoked 
questions as to the capacity of the international commercial network. 
Indeed, the theory of economic networks warns that the dimensionality of 
a network must be adapted to satisfy demand, excepting occasional periods 
of peak traffic (Quinet and Vickerman, 2004). This line of questioning is 
especially relevant for the “Royal Road” through the Suez Canal, which 
serves nearly all of the Asia-Europe market. The current mode of operation 
of the Suez Canal will have to adapt to a rise in traffic if congestion is 
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to be avoided (Drewry, 2008). Globalization reflects an increase in the 
density and dynamism of merchandise flux, not just between continents 
but also between regions of the same continent. The trend toward further 
internationalization of trade and production has accelerated over the past 
two decades (Verny, 2007). In the two papers by Sung-Woo Lee and Hong-
Seung Roh, the Northern Sea Route (NSR) is mainly mentioned, so we will 
focus on the Asia-Europe market, because the North-Western Sea Route 
(NWSR) gives more benefits to the Asia-North-East America market (with 
other scientific problems).

ObJECTIvES

This evolution of the world’s commerce has relied heavily on the 
development of efficient transport networks, which reduce shipping 
costs to a negligible fraction of the product’s factory price (Baykasoglu 
and Kaplanoglu, 2008). About 80% of the merchandise transported 
worldwide was carried on commercial shipping lines. In terms of value, 
the commercial exchange of merchandise has increased by a factor of 200 
from 1948 to 2008 (WTO, 2008). This growth is mainly attributable to 
manufactured products. Since the 1980s, Asia has become the planet’s 
principal industrial center and its consumer market is booming. Maritime 
routes linking Asia to the powerful consumer markets of Europe and North 
America have become the principal axes of container transport. In 2010, 
the Asia-Europe axis represented 30% of containerized freight transported 
on shipping lanes all over the globe (Global Insight, 2011). As we can see 
in Sung-Woo Lee’s presentation, the Suez Canal is the most frequently used 
route between Asia and Europe, so we speak about the “Royal Route.” 
United Nations economists have estimated that this market will grow at 
an annual rate of 5-6% between 2008 and 2015. Assuming that the three 
other principal corridors of maritime freight (transpacific, transatlantic, 
and intra-Asiatic) maintain their share of international commerce, we 
should apply a coefficient of 1.9 to the 2005 data to obtain an estimate 
of the volume transported in 2015 (United Nations, 2005). Over a longer 
term, from 2005 to 2030, certain studies anticipate that the volume of 
containerized traffic between Asia and Europe will increase by more than 
600%. This figure corresponds to a mean annual growth rate of 24% over 
25 years (HWWI, 2006). In order to accommodate this continuous growth 
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in containerized trade, the transport network will have to provide adequate 
infrastructure and container ships. There are limits, however, to how much 
the network can evolve. Developing markets tend to have weak road and 
railway infrastructures, but it has been possible to serve them thanks to 
the evolution of their ports. Shipping companies are always trying to 
balance the gains obtained at sea by employing large vessels (economies 
of scale) against the additional port fees incurred by such a strategy: “the 
diseconomies of scale.” 

While the capacity of many ports can be improved, it is difficult to 
envisage applying the same strategy to a key component of growing Asia-
Europe trade: the Suez Canal. It accommodates most of the containerized 
traffic between Asia and Europe: more than 20,000 ships and more than 
800 million tons of freight in 2008. The canal is already beginning to feel 
the effects of increasing containerized traffic from Asia. At present, 46% 
of vessels transiting the canal are container ships. Despite construction 
intended to increase the maximum ship size (14,000-16,000 TEU) in 
2011, the Suez Canal will soon reach its limits. In fact, granting access to 
larger and heavier ships will inevitably diminish the number of ships in 
each convoy. In consequence, the waiting time will increase and the canal 
will be able to offer its services less frequently. As shipping companies 
choose to pass through the Suez Canal mainly to save time, these extremely 
localized technical and financial problems (more days, more costs) could 
undermine the dynamism of the Asia-Europe economic environment. Can 
the limited capacity of the Suez Canal, tied as it is to an antiquated mode 
of operation, be overcome by increasing the size of container ships? To 
respond to the demands of Asian loaders, who want to efficiently evacuate 
consumer products (especially those destined for the European market), 
shipping companies are investing in ever larger, faster and less polluting 
vessels. Ships with capacities greater than 10,000 TEU are already in 
service on the Royal Road. It is thus possible that in the years to come the 
Royal Road will reach the limit of its capacity for container ships. In this 
scenario, alternative routes must be envisaged to smooth the circulation of 
containerized products between Asia and Europe.

The network of trade routes between Asia and Europe has several axes, 
the Royal Road seeing most use. Comprising land, sea, and air routes, the 
network provides a diverse supply of transport options. One alternative 
to the Royal Road is rail transport through Russia, a traditional interface 
between Northern Asian and Northwestern European markets. Russia 
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is currently trying to present itself as an attractive territory for shipping, 
investing massively in its transcontinental train network (especially 
the Trans-Siberian and Trans-Aralian railways). In the aforementioned 
context, it could interest loaders attracted by the gain in time. By way of 
example, the transit time from Shanghai to Hamburg is 18 to 20 days 
by train compared to 28-30 days through the Suez Canal; less than 1% 
of the total container flux between Europe and Asia was convoyed by 
this infrastructure. If this axis is to become more attractive, Russia needs 
to further improve its infrastructure: doubling the number of tracks, 
improving the network’s signals and electrical supply, etc. Russia must also 
optimize the network’s organization by establishing regular lines (higher 
frequency), facilitating border crossings, increasing security, improving 
automated container tracking, creating a dedicated ticket office for freight, 
and adapting its rails to European standards (the separation is 1.52 m 
in Russia, compared to 1.435 m in most West European countries). We 
understand that rail transport between Asia and Europe has significant 
advantages but also obstacles limiting the possibilities for transferring a 
large volume of traffic. We are thus led to consider maritime transport once 
again, this time along a different route. The climate may change slowly 

Northern Sea Route

Trans-siberian railway

Commercial maritime routes

Dubai
Suez Canal

Northern range ports 

North Asian ports 

Panama Canal

Figure C.2  Some international commercial maritime routes
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with global warming. As the two papers prove, with global warming 
and the melting of polar ice, a new itinerary can be imagined permitting 
maritime transport on regular lines between the markets of Northern Asia 
and Northwestern Europe: the NSR, passing through the Arctic Ocean. The 
NSR has opened up as a possible avenue of trade in containerized products 
between Asia and Europe. In my research, I wish to determine whether the 
development of regular maritime transport along the NSR is feasible and 
pertinent, so the insightful contributions of Sung-Woo Lee and Hong-Seung 
Roh give to our scientific community a further approach.

Several factors justify renewed interest in liner shipping via the NSR. 
We have mainly discussed the goal of overcoming practical limitations 
on the Royal Road. The NSR presents other advantages linked to its 
geography, but also some logistical drawbacks. We wish now to discuss 
this route’s advantages and drawbacks. The geopolitical climate has 
also grown more peaceful since 1991, when the dissolution of the USSR 
opened this ocean to international traffic, so this natural phenomenon is 
taking place in a context favorable to exploitation of the NSR. If the NSR 
begins seeing more traffic, however, it could awaken the avarice of coastal 
nations in this part of the world. If so, the route could rapidly become a 
key issue in international relations. The advantages of the NSR are closely 
tied to an international “geography of places.” In Europe, the economic 
“center of gravity” is shifting from the West to the Northeast due to the 
ongoing development of Central and Eastern Europe. Among the 20 largest 
container ports in the world (2008), 13 are Asian and eight of these are 
Chinese (AAPA, American Association of Port Authorities). Asian mother 
ships are gradually abandoning Southeast Asia for northern China. On 
the basis of this new geography, it would seem worthwhile to transfer part 
of the containerized freight from the Royal Road to the NSR. Indeed, the 
NSR would reduce the length of voyages from North Asia (mainly ports 
in Japan, South Korea, and China) to Northwestern Europe (ports on 
the Northern Range, starting with Hamburg, Bremen and Rotterdam) by 
about 2,500 nautical miles. This translates into a gain of about 10 days, 
which is one-third of the time required for maritime transport by the Royal 
Road. By 2030, the NSR could be taken during the summer time without 
constraint to the shipping navigation.

The projection represents the three main roads of the Arctic. The future 
Central Arctic Shipping Route (CASR) could be one of the major axis of 
international trade by summer 2030. According to Russian authorities, 
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5 million tons of goods passed through the NSR in 2011 (Ministry of 
Russian Transport, 2012). Russia evaluates that shipping traffic should 
multiply by 17 between 2012 and 2030, from 5 million tons to 85 million. 
The USSR saw 6.7 million tons of goods pass through the NSR in 1987. 
However, the advantages of the NSR run up against significant obstacles 
linked to the geographical characteristics of the territories traversed. About 
2,500 nautical miles of Siberian coast between the Bering Strait and the 
port of Murmansk are nearly uninhabited, so no stopovers are possible. 
The most important consequence of this fact is that regular container lines 
on the NSR cannot be optimized following the model used in Royal Road 
transport, which relies on a network of developed communication lines 
in the hinterlands of port cities (river transport and high-quality rails for 
transshipment and feeding). A second consequence is that there can be little 
or no outside response to technical problems brought on by the hazards 
associated with extreme climatic conditions: floating ice sheets, icebergs, 

Legend
Vessel speed of a 6500 TEU container ship 
as functions of the conditions in summer 2030

Hight : 24

Low : 0

Speed (knots)

Future Central Arctic Shipping Route
North-West Passage
Northern Sea Route
Artic according to the definition of the Arctic Council
Transhipment ports

Figure C.3  Vessel speed and future routes in the Arctic Ocean – projection to 
summer 2030
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fog, and violent winds. Maintaining the pace of a regular line requires 
certain guarantees: that ships can receive assistance with minimal delay, 
that replacement ships are available, the use of ice-breakers, and a suitable 

Railway project
Chinese network (tar link: 1435 mm)
CIS network (tar link: 1520 mm)
Extension project railways (Arkengel’sk-Perm)
Offloading

Royal road
Possible commercial sea routes
Possible major commercial axis
Mail russian ports

Maritime trade:Railway network:

Legend

Figure C.4  The new logistics project in the Arctic Ocean
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means of transshipment. It seems evident that the liberalization of the 
Russian economy will spur demand for imported manufactured products, 
rendering the passage of container ships more attractive and profitable. The 
European project’s FASE deals with another way, which is combining the 
railway and a part of the NSR. 

The objective is to connect the NSR with the Russian railway network. 
The idea is to develop a link between Zhengzhou and Arkangelsk by 
railway and to use the NSR to Hamburg. The transport cost for a TEU (USD 
2,400), is high for a carrier by railway to reach Arkangelsk. Furthermore, 
when we take into consideration the last part of the transit (Arkangelsk-
Hamburg), the cost for one TEU is USD 2,715 (vs. a price range of USD 
2,500 to USD 2,800/TEU for the NSR, MOBIS, 2013). Nonetheless, 
the physical distance (in time) is an advantage for this new multimodal 
network. In fact, this combined solution is about 2,000 nautical miles 
shorter and has four fewer days than the NSR. Indeed, the NSR represents 
about 20 days and 7,700 nautical miles (vs. 10,200 for the Royal Route, 
Verny, 2009) compared to 16 days and 5,655 nautical miles for the 
combined solution. Besides the great dependence on the climate, the 
difference lies in the variation between the lifting capacity of the railway 
(100 TEU) and the lifting capacity of the sea road (5,000 TEU, MOBIS, 
2013). To conclude, this solution has to be developed by forwarders and 
shippers in order to sustain the combined rail/sea between Asia and Europe. 

CUTTING EDGE OF THE NSR

Nowadays, some researchers often try to publish articles on the NSR in 
peer-reviewed journals. Here we mention some papers published in recent 
months. The book coordinated by Lasserre focuses more frequently on 
the northwestern passages. Schoyen and Brathen’s paper in Journal of 
Transport Geography will interest Sung-Woo Lee in comparing his data 
for tramp shipping with theirs. Regarding Valsson and Ulfarsson’s paper in 
Futures, the authors give us a global view on the impact of global warming 
on transport and settlement. Lastly, I mention here two papers that could be 
published in upcoming months in peer-reviewed journals. The first focuses 
on the North-Western Sea Route and the traffic study. For the second, 
the objective is to analyze the impact of the NSR on the international 
commercial maritime routes compared with the other future possibilities 
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(NWSR, different hypothetical future canals (Thailand, Nicaragua)).

•  Lasserre, F. (dir), 2010. Arctic passages and seas - geopolitics, region 
analysis and transformation

•  Schoyen, H., and Brathen, S., 2011. The Northern Sea Route versus 
the Suez Canal: cases from bulk shipping, Journal of Transport 
Geography, 19 (3), 977-983.

•  Valsson, T. and Ulfarsson, G. F., 2011. Future changes in activity 
structures of the globe under a receding Arctic ice scenario, Futures, 
43 (4), 450-459. 

  

mETHODS AND RESULTS

As we can see, the NSR is an increasingly important topic. The two papers 
complete this state of the art. And I would like to bring something to light: 
Sung-Woo Lee and Hong-Seung Roh have developed an original scientific 
approach, a crossroads between economic geography, network economics, 
management science and the new discipline of geographical economics. 
This is a very important contribution to this topic, so I can speak about 
two experimental studies that need to be carried out and developed in 
different research interests.

•  North-East Asia regional development
•  Maritime logistics
•  Liner shipping organization
•  Tramp shipping organization
•  Dry ports and logistics development in emerging markets
•  Maritime security
•  Shipping and environmental issues

Each of these research interests will have to deal with the NSR in the 
next decade in order to conduct the decision-making of shippers and freight 
forwarders.
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DISCUSSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

We will develop two complementary parts during this discussion: organization 
and infrastructure. In the two papers, we have read that the creation of regular 
transport lines along the NSR is a real possibility in the near future. Several 
criteria confirm the pertinence and feasibility of liner shipping along this 
international route. Global warming is opening the door to regular lines on 
the Arctic Ocean, thanks to the progressive lifting of technical constraints on 
navigation (i.e., the ice sheets are melting). In addition, the ongoing changes 
in business location strategies are tending to increase the separation between 
production centers and consumer markets for certain families of products. This 
new geography of places and flows, reflecting changes on a planetary scale, 
could reinforce the advantages of the NSR. These conclusions are supported by 
a detailed economic analysis of a model liner shipping schedule plying the NSR 
(Verny, 2009). The estimated cost of exploiting a regular line on this axis could 
justify the transport of containerized products between Asia and Europe. While 
shipping through the Suez Canal is still by far the least-expensive option, the 
NSR appears to be a roughly equivalent second alternative if we develop port 
industry clusters, as we can read in the Park, Roh and Kang’s paper published 
in 2007. We suggest that future research in a supply chain management and 
an Arctic context should be carried out simultaneously for this concept of port 
industry clusters. But it will be necessary to complete this approach with the 
intermodalism and the new supply chain organization, for example with the 
second emergence of the sea-air transport (the first emergence was in the 1970s 
before the amazing development of maritime transport). With the possibility 
of creation of regular transport lines in the Arctic Ocean in the next decades, is 
it relevant to invest in new infrastructure, so in new organizations, in order to 
have for example an airport close to a port, as in Dubai?

As we can see in the paper by Hong-Seung Roh, the NSR poses new 
accessibility challenges for North-East Asian countries, but also in Europe. 
Murmansk and Indiga will be the two ports where we could supply 
containers from the NSR to Eastern Europe (the new economic center of 
gravity of Europe). But these two ports must prepare for this evolution of a 
new geography of freight flows. Port authorities need to invest, in the near 
future, in new terminals, in new handling tools, etc. But they need to optimize 
their land accessibility thanks to new inland transport infrastructures. But 
to build transport infrastructures is not enough. It is necessary to develop a 
good organization. And I think about the dry port concept. In fact, there are 
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Figure C.5  The NSR and the opportunity for Northern and Eastern Europe
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good infrastructures, but the dry ports are developed only if we can integrate 
them in an optimized organization of freight flows, and this is possible if 
we understand the evolution of supply chain management. For example, we 
will find logistic platforms on dry ports where we will put added value on 
each product (postponement, in order to minimize the transshipment costs 
between rail and road, for example). And I think that the optimal location 
of dry ports will be strategic in the success to connect the NSR with Eastern 
Europe. Regarding this discussion about the NSR and opportunities for 
North-East Asian and European countries, the European Union and Russia 
need to develop cooperation as soon as possible (in order to promote good 
inland accessibility and to develop intermodalism).

The second part of the discussion deals with infrastructure. But before 
this, you can see that the first paragraph is more a recommendation, a 
proposal. In fact, I think this international conference is a good opportunity, 
after less than a decade of research on the NSR (in economics, geography 
and management science), to imagine together how we can create an Arctic- 
Pacific-Atlantic (APA) think-tank or forum. We need this think-tank in 
order to choose the best future way for our society and planet. We can 
imagine gathering international researchers, politicians, enterprises, and 
nongovernmental organizations in this forum. 

After more than a century with no real variations in international 
commercial maritime routes, Sung-Woo Lee and Hong-Seung Roh prove to 
us that global warming could change dramatically the major commercial 
shipping routes. But other features have to be integrated into our work. I 
give you here some examples that should be analyzed in order to determine 
whether the development of regular maritime transport along the NSR is 
feasible and pertinent. I think about the future Panama Canal, the Suez 
Canal widening, the Thai Canal and the Nicaragua Canal. We can also 
speak about the project of a rail link though Colombia, which could be 
paid by Chinese investments. The Republic of China wishes to develop 
an alternative to the Panama Canal in Colombia thanks to a dry canal, 
with a sea-rail system. But this is amazing because Panama owns a sea-
rail system, a single track between the Atlantic and Pacific with 2 million 
TEU traffic capacities in the near future. And this is all the more incredible 
because important investments have been done in the future Panama 
Canal. So, some of these projects could have an impact in some decades on 
international commercial maritime routes such as the NSR.
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The Northern Sea Route (NSR) is a potential new artery linking Europe, 
North America and North Pacific region, dubbed here as the East Asia 
region. The topic of this session is very timely since it examines future 
throughput at the NSR and ensuing changes in the port and logistics 
environment.  

The first thing I’d like to say is that authors of the two studies deserve 
credit for their hard work. Both works are very insightful. Firstly, I’ll 
comment on the study “Benefits of the Northern Sea Route to the North 
Pacific.” The author, Dr. Sung-Woo Lee, works for KMI, which I head. 
Regardless, I want to say that there is no “conflict of interest.”

 

bENEFITS OF THE NORTHERN SEA ROUTE TO 
THE NORTH PACIFIC

It is interesting that the study presented a list of nations that can benefit 
from shorter routes using the NSR. So far, the most often cited examples 
are the Tokyo-Rotterdam route and Yokohama-Rotterdam route. Other 
ports in Asia and Europe have not yet been analyzed. Possible beneficiaries 
include Asian ports north of the Philippines or European ones in Spain and 
Portugal. 

The study examined seaborne container throughput by analyzing 
their origins and destinations (O/D). It also calculated the distribution 
ratio between the Suez Canal Route (SCR) and the NSR with the Stated 
Preference (SP) survey, which I regard as a very rational approach.    

However, when it comes to detailed assumptions and applications, the 
study shows room for improvement. First, it used the real GDP growth rate 
to predict container throughput. Although container throughput rise and 
real GDP growth largely correspond, they are not identical. Empirical studies 
showed that the elasticity of container throughput to GDP was higher than 1.3 
to 1.5. This implies that the study didn’t adequately calculate the throughput. 
Therefore, I think the elasticity of container throughput to GDP is a better 
option. Or predictions by other organizations or writers can be used as well. 
I suggest that the writer use more accurate information on O/D of container 
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throughput, and the study needs to consider both occupied and empty 
containers. 

Another hitch is that the SP survey was conducted solely on Korean 
forwarders. As the writer knowingly commented in the conclusion of the 
study, characteristics of forwarders can differ according to their nationality. 
The study should have conducted the SP survey on the global top 20 
shipping companies that provide global service. I also believe that the 
study will be utilized to greater length if it includes information on Chinese 
forwarders, which handle the largest throughput.  

The study presented only time and cost as determinants of choice 
between the SCR and the NSR. I suggest that relevant literature be analyzed 
and possible operation time is included as another factor. 

As for the cost analysis on container transportation, the study sampled 
ships with 8,000 TEU capacity. According to the previous studies, however, 
ships bigger than 4,000 TEU cannot operate on the NSR. I understand 
that the writer wanted to compare costs under the same conditions. 
Nevertheless, the study needs to find ways to reflect such a reality. 

For the calculation of fees for ice-breaking services by Russia, the study 
directly applied rates notified by the Russian authority. However, the rates 
used in the study are much higher than others. I think the actual rates can 
be confirmed by shipping companies that run pilot operation of the NSR 
or the Russian authority. It should be reminded that the goal of research is 
to apply study results to reality. Therefore, no efforts should be spared to 
rightly reflect actualities. 

I’d like to add my last comment on resource transportation. The study 
limited its scope to Korea. It failed to reflect characteristics of the Arctic 
Sea, as it wrongly assumed that the same vessel types will be used for 
the NSR and the existing routes. The study would have produced more 
meaningful results if it reflected case studies on Japan and China, which 
handle much larger throughput. 

 

STRATEGy FOR mAXImIzATION OF THE 
NORTHERN SEA ROUTE EFFECTS by 
FORmULATING REGIONAL PORT-INDUSTRy 
CLUSTERS

Next, I’ll move on to “Strategy for Maximization of the Northern Sea 
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Route Effects by Formulating Regional Port-Industry Clusters.” The writer, 
Dr. Hong-Seung Roh, well showed how the logistics system in Northeast 
Asia will evolve with the opening of the NSR. He emphasized ports, 
intermodalism and port cluster development in conjunction with other 
industries. I fully agree with this notion. 

If commercialization of the NSR comes with the development of the 
port and logistics industry of Northeast Asia, the seas of Asia could bring 
about another renaissance to the region, just like the Mediterranean Sea did 
for Europe. This was mentioned in later parts of the study. Although the 
study presented such a direction forward, it left something to be desired. 

First, one of its objectives was to reinterpret the Pan East-Sea economic 
region. The study actually mentioned the subject, but missed concrete 
analysis on economic aspects of the concerned nations and interrelations 
between logistics facilities and industries of concerned nations or regions. 

Basically, changes in regional logistics systems should be explained 
according to the following order: shipping network changes, rivalry 
between regional ports, intermodalism of ports and cluster development. 
All of these should be conceptualized, analyzed and their interrelations 
explained. 

I think more analyses are required on the interrelation between 
Asian ports’ competition and multimodal logistics development. Due to 
this reason, the study fell short of presenting accurate impacts of NSR 
development on port competition in the region and logistics industrial 
changes. 

Changes in the Asian shipping networks should be complemented with 
an explanation about the background, such as the Newly Industrialized 
Countries (NICs), namely Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan. In 
the same vein, further accounts on the emergence of China and Southeast 
Asia, shipping network changes and the growth of port/logistics industry of 
concerned regions are also necessary. 

Dr. Roh argued that opening of the NSR will move the heart of the 
current transshipment system from Singapore to Northeast Asia. I largely 
agree with him. However, I think such a move will have limited effects 
since Northeast Asia has different conditions from Singapore and its 
neighboring countries. For example, they have good industrial conditions, 
such as low labor costs, favorable weather, social openness and cheap land 
price and bad port infrastructure. In comparison, Northeast Asia shows 
high labor costs, social closeness, discontinuity, bad weather, (especially for 
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the northeast inland), a different industrial development level and fierce 
competition between many good ports. 

Along with commercialization of the NSR, these factors will affect the 
logistics industry of Northeast Asia and determine which nation or port 
will emerge as the logistics hub like Singapore. 

More analyses are needed on changes in regional port rivalry, connectivity 
between ports and hinterland and ways to facilitate intermodalism for 
that connectivity. Explanations and analyses should follow on the cluster 
development among ports in Northeast Asia, as they are poised for leadership 
in the world as well as regional logistics. 

I’d like to add a few more comments. Dr. Roh’s paper mentioned the 
relation between intermodalism and demand for logistics infrastructure if 
the supply induces the demand, which I could not fully understand. 

Dr. Roh cleared the concept of the port industry and port clusters. I 
think he provided accurate explanations on ports at the present and in 
the future. However, I think that his arguments for port clusters should be 
adequately linked to the opening of the NSR. His review of the literature 
helped us understand the issue better, but his claims would have been much 
more persuasive if they were supplemented with examples and empirical 
analyses. 

On balance, the study is meaningful, as it firstly presented relevant 
concepts and the direction for regional ports with the opening of the NSR. 
It examined how the logistics structure in Northeast Asia will change and 
brought up the need for active intermodalism and port cluster development. 

I’d like to summarize my comments for these two studies. First of all, 
fundamental analyses of the global shipping market should come first. 
Today’s cutthroat competition is driving global shipping companies to cut 
costs. Therefore, they will quickly respond to opportunities to cut time and 
costs. 

Therefore, the opening of the NSR should be analyzed accurately and 
realistically. Most of all, O/D of the current containers and general cargoes 
should be precisely analyzed, and both occupied and vacant containers 
should be considered. 

Nevertheless, what is clear is that more throughput from Asian nations, 
including Korea, China and Japan, is likely to use the NSR in the future. 
As a result, the current hub ports, such as Hong Kong, Singapore and 
Shanghai will witness aweakening status, while Busan, Kobe and other 
ports will emerge as new hub ports. This becomes more apparent given the 
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fact that ships with less than 3,000 TEU capacity should transship their 
containers at logistics hubs if they sail from one of the 30 container ports in 
China and use the NSR. Accordingly, ports need new plans that reflect the 
importance of hinterland and inland logistics centers concentrated in port 
hinterlands. It is also noteworthy that integration of SCM and logistics and 
vertical industrial specialization are behind this phenomenon. 

In a nutshell, these two studies are experimental in their prediction 
for throughput on the NSR and changes on other routes. This is why 
supplementary studies should be carried out. In this regard, I’d like to 
propose a few ideas for future studies. 

First, an Asia-Pacific Arctic Forum should be in place. The largest users 
of the NSR, such as Korea, China and Japan, and Arctic coastal nations, 
such as the United States, Canada and Russia, need to lead this forum for 
constant studies, information sharing and technology development.

Second, more studies should be done on the changes of the port system 
in Asia and Northeast Asia. With the opening of the NSR, the established 
Hub & Spoke system centered on Singapore, Hong Kong and Shanghai is 
likely to change, which requires continuing research. 

Third, the NSR governance system should be open to wide and 
uninhibited participation. 

Fourth, an international research and analysis system is necessary for 
research on fisheries resources in the Arctic, protection of biodiversity and 
protection and use of natural resources. 
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